
Bright Days

Bright Day 1: Bright Sixth

Next Steps

Includes UCAS applications, support for higher apprenticeships and 

employment and sessions for early entrants.

Bright Day 2: Bright Sixth

Next Steps

Includes UCAS applications, support for higher apprenticeships and 

employment and sessions for early entrants.

Bright Day 3: Bright Sixth

Preparation for the coming months & life

Includes sessions on VESPA, revision and study skills and finance and 

budgeting.

Bright Day 4: 

N/A

(Examinations)

Form Time Learning Themes

Subject Half Term 1 Half Term 2 Half Term 3 Half Term 4 Half Term 5 Half Term 6 Recommended books, revision guides etc.

Biology
Biology: Excretion / Plant & Animal Responses / Photosynthesis / Cellular 

Control
Biology: Respiration / Patterns of Inheritence Biology: Biotechnology / Genomes / Ecosystems Biology: Populations / Revision

Revision

Examinations

Examinations

Hodder Education - OCR A level Biology Books 1 & 2

Revision Guide:  OCR A. A-Level Biology Complete Revision and Practice 

with Online Edition (CGP A-Level Biology A)

Business
Business: Mission, corporate objectives and strategy, Analysing the internal / 

external position of a business
Business: Analysing the internal / external position of a business

Business: Analysing the internal / external position of a business, Choosing 

Strategic Direction, How to Pursue Strategies, Assessing greater use of 

Digital technology , Managing Strategic Implementation

Business: Problems with Strategy and why Strategies Fail, Managing 

Organisational Culture, Managing Strategic Implementation  

Revision

Examinations

Revision

Examinations

BUSINESS: AQA BUSINESS FOR A ELVEL (MARCOUSÉ)

Chemistry
Chemistry: Electrode Potentials / Acids & Bases / Carbonyl Chemistry / 

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
Chemistry: Period 3 & Transition Metals / Rate Equations & Equilbrium Chemistry: Organic Synthesis / Amines & DNA Chemistry: Revision

Revision

Examinations

Examinations

Hodder Education - AQA A Level Chemistry Books 1 & 2

Revision Guide: AQA Year 1 & 2 Complete Revision & Practice with Online 

Edition (CGP A-Level Chemistry)

Videos: Machemguy at 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MFgkCts2xGSOx5f07v0K_ejKMpli04n

NNsCq3jDDVwE/edit

Computing

Computing:

NEA Coursework Completion

Elements of computational thinking

Computing:

NEA Coursework Completion

Problem solving and programming

Computing:

NEA Coursework Completion

Algorithms

Computing:

NEA Coursework Completion

Revision

Revision

Examinations

Examinations

Drama

C2 Text in Action. Devising and rehearsing 2 pieces for the practical exam 

one scripted and one devised. C3 Text in Performance continued exploration 

of the Set Texts

C2 Text in Action. Devising and rehearsing 2 pieces for the practical exam 

one scripted and one devised. C3 Text in Performance continued exploration 

of the Set Texts

C2 Text in Action. Devising and rehearsing 2 pieces for the practical exam 

one scripted and one devised. C3 Text in Performance continued exploration 

of the Set Texts

C2 Text in Action. Examination Performance. C3 Text in Performance. 

Exploration and revision of Set text 
C3 Text in Performance. Revison Examinations 

Watch live performance on www.digitaltheatreplus.com

Theatre in Practice: A Student's Handbook by Nick O Brien & Annie Sutton 

(Routledge)

The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time adapted by Simon 

Stephens                 

Economics
Economics: Financial Markets Macro – economic objectives revisited 

Economic Growth Economic Development, The Labour Market

Economics: Production, Costs and Revenue, Unemployment Inflation / 

deflation, Balance of payments

Economics: International Trade Globalisation Free Trade v protectionism, 

Market Structures

Economics: Exchange Rates ,Fiscal Policy, Supply Side policy, Monetary 

Policy, Behavioural Econpmics, Government intervention revisited.

Revision

Examinations

Revision

Examinations

ECONOMICS: ANFORMÉ MICROECONOMICS AND MACROECONOMICS, 

YEAR 1 AND 2

English Language & Literature
English Language & Literature: Making Connections Coursework / Dramatic 

Encounters (Othello)

English Language & Literature: Making Connections Coursework / Dramatic 

Encounters (Othello)

English Language & Literature: Dramatic Encounters (Othello) / Remembered 

Places (AQA Anthology: Paris)

English Language & Literature: Paper 1 Telling Stories Preparation / Paper 2 

Conflict Preparation

English Language & Literature: Paper 1 Telling Stories Preparation / Paper 2 

Conflict Preparation
Examinations A Level Reading Lists available on AQA and Moodle

English Literature
English Literature: Theory & Independence Coursework / Elements of 

Political & Social Protest Writing - Blake

English Literature: Elements of Political & Social Protest Writing - Blake & 

Unseen

English Literature: Elements of Political & Social Protest Writing - The Kite 

Runner & The Handmaid's Tale

English Literature: Elements of Political & Social Protest Writing - The Kite 

Runner & The Handmaid's Tale

English Literature: Elements of Political & Social Protest Writing & Aspects of 

Tragedy Exam Practice
Examinations A Level Reading Lists available on AQA and Moodle

Feench

Introduce Diversity and Difference

• Migration and integration

• Cultural identity and marginalisation

• Cultural enrichment and celebrating difference

• Discrimination and diversity

Film: Intouchable

Independent Research Project.

Consolidate Year 12 Grammatical Features

Continue with the topic of Diversity and Difference

• Migration and integration

• Cultural identity and marginalisation

• Cultural enrichment and celebrating difference

• Discrimination and diversity

Film: Intouchable

Independent Research Project.

Introduce the Past Historic

Introduce France 1940-1950: the Occupation and post-war years 

• Life in Occupied France, the Resistance

• Cultural dimension in Occupied France

• 1945 – 1950

Novel: No et moi

Independent Research Project.

Introduce the Passive Voice 

Revisit and Develop the Subjunctive, Pronouns

Continue with the topic of France 1940-1950: the Occupation and post-war 

years 

• Life in Occupied France, the Resistance

• Cultural dimension in Occupied France

• 1945 – 1950

Novel: No et moi

Independent Research Project.

Consolidate Combining Tenses, The Subjunctive and 

Recall of all topic areas in the four skills and grammar. Focus on exam 

preparation. Independent Research Project.
Examinations

Geography

Physical Geography - Hazards

Human Geography -  Global Governance

Independent Fieldwork Investigation

Physical Geography - Hazards

Human Geography -  Global Governance

Independent Fieldwork Investigation

Physical Geography - Hazards

Human Geography -  Global Governance

Independent Fieldwork Investigation

Revision

Revision

Examinations

Examinations

CGP Alevel Geography Revision & Practice

Hodder Education - My Revision Notes book

Time For Geography revision videos: https://timeforgeography.co.uk/

History
History: Russia - The Stalinist dictatorship and reaction, 1941–1964 / War of 

the Roses: 'The Sun in Splendour', the reign of Edward IV, 1471–1483

History: Russia - The Stalinist dictatorship and reaction, 1941–1964 / War of 

the Roses: The downfall of the Yorkist Monarchy, 1483–1486

History: Russia - The Stalinist dictatorship and reaction, 1941–1964 / War of 

the Roses: The end of the Yorkist Dynasty, 1486–1499
Revision

Revision

Examinations

Examinations

Textbooks are issued to Students when deposits are paid. Students should 

use these independetly to consolidate and develop understanding. In 

addition, we have small libraries of other texts students may borrow. For 

Russia, Figes' 'Revolutionary Russia' highly recommended. For Wars of the 

Roses, some students may enjoy the White Queen (although care that this 

isn't taken as fact,) all should subscribe and listen to Derek Birks' Podcasts 

on The Wars of the Roses. 

Mathematics

Teacher 1

Conditional probability

Normal distribution

Teacher 2

General binomial

Radian measure

Teacher 1

Further hypothesis testing

Calculus of exponential and trig functions

Teacher 2

Numerical integration

Further trigonometry

Teacher 1

Further differentiation

Further integration

Teacher 1

Further applications of calculus

Proof

Teacher 2

Forces in context

Application of vectors

Projectiles

Revision

Examinations

Examinations

www.mymaths.co.uk

www.integralmaths.org

www.examsolutions.net

Media Media: Paper 2 Oh Comely Men’s Health /Paper 2 The Missing / NEA
Media:Paper 2 Teen Vogue and The Voice / Paper 2 Gaming (Sims, Lara 

Croft, Metroid Prime) / NEA

Media: Paper 2 Teen Vogue and The Voice / Paper 2 Gaming (Sims, Lara 

Croft, Metroid Prime) / NEA
Media: Revision Media: Revision Examinations A Level Reading Lists available on AQA and Moodle

Music

Listening and Appraising: Area of Study E - Impressionism

Performance Analysis

Composition to a Brief    

Listening and Appraising: Area of Study E - Serialism & Neo-Classicalism

Performance Preparation

Free Composition    

Listening and Appraising: Area of Study A - Haydn

Final Performance Preparation

Final Composition Submissions 

Listening and Appraising: Area of Study D - Jazz

Performance Recital
Exam Revision & Techniques Listening and Appraising Examination

Debussy: Trois Noctures Eulenburg Miniature Score

Poulenc: Trio for Oboe, Bassoon & Piano Wilhelm Hansen Score

Physical Education

Physiological factors affecting performance - Energy for Exercise & 

Environmental effects of exercise

Psychological factors affecting performance - memory, attribution and self-

efficacy

Socio-cultural issues in physical activity and sport - ethics and deviance in 

sport including gambling, violene and doping and commercialisation

Physiological factors affecting performance - Energy for Exercise & 

Environmental effects of exercise

Psychological factors affecting performance - memory, attribution and self-

efficacy

Socio-cultural issues in physical activity and sport - ethics and deviance in 

sport including gambling, violene and doping and commercialisation

Physiological factors affecting performance - Injury prevention and the 

rehabilitation of injury & Linear motion, angular motion, fluid mechanics and 

projectile motion

Psychological factors affecting performance - leadership styles and stress 

management

Socio-cultural issues in physical activity and sport - routes to sporting 

excellence and modern technology

Physiological factors affecting performance - Injury prevention and the 

rehabilitation of injury & Linear motion, angular motion, fluid mechanics and 

projectile motion

Psychological factors affecting performance - leadership styles and stress 

management

Socio-cultural issues in physical activity and sport - routes to sporting 

excellence and modern technology

Revision

Examinations

Examinations

Everlearner.com - online resource that has teaching videos of topic material 

and knowledge tests. 

Revision guide - 'My Revision Notes: OCR A Level PE'

Revision packs will also be supplied 

Physics Physics: Simple Harmonic Motion / Gravitational Fields / Electric Fields Physics: Magnetic Fields / Thermal Physics: Rotational Dynamics / Nuclear / Thermodynamics Physics: Nuclear / Thermodynamics / Revision

Revision

Examinations

Examinations

Oxford University Press - AQA Physics A-Level (2nd ed)

Revision Guide: AQA Year 1 & 2 Complete Revision & Practice with Online 

Edition (CGP A-Level Pysics) 

Politics

Politics: Politcal Ideologies- Socialism, Conservatism, Liberalism and 

Ecologism.  USA Government and Politics/ British comparitive- Constitutional 

framework, President and Congress. Elecoral process

Politics: USA Government and Politics/ British comparitive- The Judicial 

branch of government. Political parties and Pressure Groups.

Politics: The Judicial branch of government. Civil Rights and Comparitive 

review
Revision

Revision

Examinations

Examinations

Politics: a range of Broadsheet newspapers to cover the Political Spectrum, 

Channel 4 News at 7, Politics Today journal. For USA politics- Rachel 

Maddow has a daily digest of USA Politics and Government. She has a TV 

programme, or can be followed on Twitter.

Product Design
Technology and cultural changes. Modern and industrial commercial practice 

.NEA. Brief and Specification. Development of design proposals. 

Product design and development .NEA. Ongoing research and investigation. 

Development of designs. Evaluation ongoing. 

National and international standards in product design.  Design for 

manufacture. NEA Developemnt and realisation. Evaluation ongoing. 

Feasibility studies . Critical analysis and evaluation . NEA Realsiation, Final 

evaluation. Exam preparation.
NEA Moderation. Exam prep and exams. Final examination

AQA Desgn and Technology. Product Design. Hodder Education. 

Essesntial Maths Skills for AS/A Level Design and Technology.

Psychology

Approaches - recap and revise and compare and contrast,.  Analysis and look 

at end of year exams

Biological approach

Biopsychology – endocrine system and synaptic transmission

Localisation of brain function and plasticity

Split brain and ways of investigating the brain

Biological rhythms.  Research methods - the scientific tests and exam papers.  

Big focus on all stats..  Issues and debates - free will and determinism, 

nature/nurture, reducitionism/holism.  Idiographic and Nomothetic approaches

Schizophrenia – diagnosis and classification

Biological explanations and treatments

Psychological explanations and treatments

Interactionist approach

Forensice Psychology: top down and bottom up approach, biological 

explaations.  Biological explanations.

Psychological explanations

Dealing with offending behaviour

Relationships, sexual selection.   Attraction.  Maintenance.  Vritual 

relationships.  Issues and debates, gender and culture.

Issues and Debates recap.  Revision of research methods papers.  Timed 

essay themes in timed conditions.
Examinations

TED Talks 

Simply Psychology

British Psychological Society

Research Digest App

Films:  The Stanford Prison Experiment, Goodnight Mr Tom, Good Will 

Hunting.

Books: The Psychopath Test

Radio 4: All in the Mind

Spanish

Introduce Diversity and Difference:Migration and integration

IRP

Film: El Laberinto del Fauno

Novel: Requiem por un campesino espanol

Consolidate Year 12 Grammatical Features

Continue with the topic of Diversity and Difference

Cultural identity and marginalisation; Cultural enrichment and celebrating 

difference; Discrimination and diversity

Continue with the topic of Spain: coming to terms with the past

IRP

Film: El Laberinto del Fauno

Novel: Requiem por un campesino espanol

Continue to consolidate and review all grammatical features

Recall of all topic areas in the four skills and grammar. Focus on exam 

speaking preparation. Independent Research Project. Responding to photo 

stimulus. Develop fluency and spontaneity. Continue to work on essay writing 

from FILM and NOVEL

Recall of all topic areas in the four skills and grammar. Focus on exam 

speaking preparation. Independent Research Project. Responding to photo 

stimulus. Develop fluency and spontaneity. Continue to work on essay writing 

from FILM and NOVEL

Recall of all topic areas in prepartation for reading, listening, translation and 

essay writing skills and grammar. Focus on exam preparation. 
Examinations

Textiles

Textiles: Students gain knowledge of how to work with a range of fabrics and 

materials using different artists work for inspiration. They use primary and 

secondary research to produce creative ideas using a range of medium, skills 

and techniques. They realise their intentions through a given brief by creating 

a final product, written work, essay and supporting portfolio to reflect their 

journey. Their work should reflect a more in depth and skilful application of a 

wide range of skills, techniques and processes which show both development 

and refinement of ideas. Into year 13, students begin component 1 choosing 

Textiles: Students gain knowledge of how to work with a range of fabrics and 

materials using different artists work for inspiration. They use primary and 

secondary research to produce creative ideas using a range of medium, skills 

and techniques. They realise their intentions through a given brief by creating 

a final product, written work, essay and supporting portfolio to reflect their 

journey. Their work should reflect a more in depth and skilful application of a 

wide range of skills, techniques and processes which show both development 

and refinement of ideas. Into year 13, students begin component 1 choosing 

Textiles: Students gain knowledge of how to work with a range of fabrics and 

materials using different artists work for inspiration. They use primary and 

secondary research to produce creative ideas using a range of medium, skills 

and techniques. They realise their intentions through a given brief by creating 

a final product, written work, essay and supporting portfolio to reflect their 

journey. Their work should reflect a more in depth and skilful application of a 

wide range of skills, techniques and processes which show both development 

and refinement of ideas. Into year 13, students begin component 1 choosing 

Textiles:Students gain knowledge of how to work with a range of fabrics and 

materials using different artists work for inspiration. They use primary and 

secondary research to produce creative ideas using a range of medium, skills 

and techniques. They realise their intentions through a given brief by creating 

a final product, written work, essay and supporting portfolio to reflect their 

journey. Their work should reflect a more in depth and skilful application of a 

wide range of skills, techniques and processes which show both development 

and refinement of ideas. Into year 13, students begin component 1 choosing 

Textiles:Students gain knowledge of how to work with a range of fabrics and 

materials using different artists work for inspiration. They use primary and 

secondary research to produce creative ideas using a range of medium, skills 

and techniques. They realise their intentions through a given brief by creating 

a final product, written work, essay and supporting portfolio to reflect their 

journey. Their work should reflect a more in depth and skilful application of a 

wide range of skills, techniques and processes which show both development 

and refinement of ideas. Into year 13, students begin component 1 choosing 

Textiles:Students gain knowledge of how to work with a range of fabrics and 

materials using different artists work for inspiration. They use primary and 

secondary research to produce creative ideas using a range of medium, skills 

and techniques. They realise their intentions through a given brief by creating 

a final product, written work, essay and supporting portfolio to reflect their 

journey. Their work should reflect a more in depth and skilful application of a 

wide range of skills, techniques and processes which show both development 

and refinement of ideas. Into year 13, students begin component 1 choosing 

Subject Curricula

Notes

Rushcliffe School      Curriculum Overview Year 13

School Curriculum Aims Skills for Learning

At Rushcliffe School, we define the curriculum as all of the learning opportunities that the school creates for pupils. The curriculum at Rushcliffe aims to:

• develop a love of learning and stimulate intellectual curiosity in pupils such that it remains with them for the rest of their lives;

• enable pupils to be positive, happy, safe, resilient and challenged;

• ensure that pupils’ physical health, mental health and general wellbeing is promoted and remains good;

• help pupils develop key skills valuable in life and valued by employers such that they stand head and shoulders above others when applying for jobs, courses or apprenticeships;

• promote pupils’ awareness and understanding of global issues and the complexity of life in the 21st century;

• support pupils to achieve a set of qualifications at a standard that supports their next and future steps in education, employment or training;

• nurture existing talents and interests as well as supporting pupils to develop new ones;

• and promote and embed the core values and ethos of the school.

Listening: the receiving, retaining and processing of information or ideas

Presenting: the oral transmission of information or ideas

Problem solving: the ability to find a solution to a complex situation or challenge

Creativity: the use of imagination and the generation of new ideas

Staying positive: the ability to use tactics and strategies to overcome setbacks and achieve goals

Aiming high: the ability to set clear, tangible goals and devise a robust route to achieving them

Leadership: supporting, encouraging and motivating others to achieve a shared goal

Teamwork: working co-operatively with others towards achieving a shared goal



Bright Days

Bright Day 1: Bright Sixth

Transition to Post 16 Study

Includes sessions on team building, study skills and careers information.

Bright Day 2: Bright Sixth

Staying Healthy

Includes sessions on dealing with stress, mental health, healthy eating, self-

defence and wellbeing.

Bright Day 3: Bright Sixth

Experiencing Life at University

Includes visits to several different higher education institutions.

Bright Day 4: Bright Sixth

Next Steps

Includes sessions on apprenticeships, gap years, UCAS, personal 

statements, competitive courses, time in industry and sponsored degrees.

Form Time Learning Themes

Subject Half Term 1 Half Term 2 Half Term 3 Half Term 4 Half Term 5 Half Term 6 Recommended books, revision guides etc.

Biology Biology: Cells / Biological Molecules / Nucleic Acids / Membranes Biology: Enzymes / Cell division / Disease / Exchange Surfaces Biology: Classification / Tranport in Animals / Biodiversity Biology: Communication / Hormones / Transport in Plants / Nerves Biology: Excretion / Plant & Animal Responses Biology: Revision / Field Work

Hodder Education - OCR A level Biology Books 1 & 2

Revision Guide:  OCR A. A-Level Biology Complete Revision and Practice 

with Online Edition (CGP A-Level Biology A)

Business Business: What is business?, Managers Leadership and Decision Making
Business: Decision Making to improve financial performance, Managers 

Leadership and Decision Making

Business: Decision Making to improve financial performance, Decision 

making to improve marketing performance
Business: Decision making to improve operational performance, Decision 

making to improve marketing performance

Business: Decision making to improve operational performance, Decision 

making to improve HR performance

Business: Mission, corporate objectives and strategy, Decision making to 

improve HR performance
BUSINESS: AQA BUSINESS FOR A ELVEL (MARCOUSÉ)

Chemistry Chemistry: Amount of Substance / Introduction to Organic Chemistry Chemistry: Atomic Structure / Energetics Chemistry: Redox & Inorganic Chemistry / Alkenes / Kinetics & Equilibrium Chemistry: Bonding / Halogenoalkanes, Alcohols & Spetroscopy Chemistry: Independent Investigation
Chemistry: Revision / Thermodynamics / Aromatic Chemistry / Optical 

Isomerism

Hodder Education - AQA A Level Chemistry Books 1 & 2

Revision Guide: AQA Year 1 & 2 Complete Revision & Practice with Online 

Edition (CGP A-Level Chemistry)

Videos: Machemguy at 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MFgkCts2xGSOx5f07v0K_ejKMpli04n

NNsCq3jDDVwE/edit

Computing

Computing:

1.1 The characteristics of contemporary processors, input, output and 

storage devices

A-level Programming Skills 1

Computing:

Systems Software

Applications Generation

A-level Programming Skills 2

Computing:

Software Development

Types of Programming Language

A-Level Programming Skills- Full Stack Programming

Computing:

Databases

A-level Programming Skills Classes and Games Programming

Computing:

Networks

Project Coursework

Computing:

Revision

Project Coursework

Drama
Elements of Drama and Monologue exercise

Set text - Machinal

Practitioner workshops including Frantic Assembly, Berkoff, Brecht, 

Stanislavski

Set text - Machinal 

C1 Text Reinterpretation Mock. students select a text and an extract from it 

before adding original material to create a devised peice in the style a 

recognised theatre practitioner. 

Practitioner Workshops

C1 Text Reinterpretation

Set Text 1&2 Machinal/Chimerica

Set Text 2  - Chimerica

C1 Text Reinterpretation

Set Text 2  - Chimerica

C1 Text Reinterpretation Performance 

Set text 1 and 2 revison

End of Year Examination

C2 Text in Action exploration

Watch live performance on www.digitaltheatreplus.com

Theatre in Practice: A Student's Handbook by Nick O Brien & Annie Sutton 

(Routledge)

Steps to Succes book given to students to promote further reading and 

watching of live performance.  

Machinal by Sophie Treadwell

Chimerica by Lucy Kirkwood               

Economics
Economics: Economic methodology and the economic problem, Macro-

economic objectives Index Numbers Circular Flow of income

Economics: Aggregate Demand Aggregate Supply, Determination of prices 

and equilibriums

Economics: Economic Growth Unemployment Inflation Balance of Payments, 

Determination of prices and equilibriums
Economics: Markets and market failure, Economics: Markets and market failure, Trade offs Monetary Policy

Economics: Poverty and Distribution of Income and Wealth, Fiscal Policy, 

Supply Side policy, Financial Markets

ECONOMICS: ANFORMÉ MICROECONOMICS AND MACROECONOMICS, 

YEAR 1 AND 2

English Language & Literature English Language & Literature: Poetic Voices (Heaney) / Language Levels

English Language & Literature: Poetic Voices (Heaney) / Remembered 

Places (AQA Anthology: Paris)
English Language & Literature: Imagined Worlds (Dracula) / Remembered 

Places (AQA Anthology: Paris)

English Language & Literature: Imagined Worlds (Dracula) / Remembered 

Places (AQA Anthology: Paris)

English Language & Literature: Making Connections Coursework / Writing 

about society (re-creative): The Kite Runner

English Language & Literature: Making Connections Coursework / Writing 

about society (re-creative): The Kite Runner
A Level Reading Lists available on AQA and Moodle

English Literature
English Literature: Intro to theory (literary value, Feminism, narrative & 

Marxist) / Intro to Shakespearean Tragedy / Intro to tragegy (and domestic)
English Literature: Aspects of Tragedy - Othello / Death of a Salesman English Literature: Aspects of Tragedy - Othello / Death of a Salesman

English Literature: Aspects of Tragedy - Keats / Intro to post-colonial and eco-

critical

English Literature: Aspects of Tragedy - Keats / Theory & Independence 

Coursework
English Literature: Theory & Independence Coursework A Level Reading Lists available on AQA and Moodle

Feench

Transition

Introduce Families and Citizenship; changing family structures; the changing 

nature of marriage and partnership; being a good citizen.

Consolidate GCSE Grammatical Features

Introduce Youth Trends and Personal Identity; trends in fashion; how young 

people respond to modern technology; relationships with others and peer 

pressure.

Consolidate use of 6 tenses in regular and irregular verbs

Revisit and Develop infinitive constructions

Introduce Regional Culture and Heritage; festivals; customs and traditions; 

historical sites; museums and galleries.

Revisit and Develop Direct and Indirect Object Pronouns

Introduce the Pluperfect

Introducing si clauses

Media, art, film and music in the French-speaking world; trends in media and 

art; film and music in the lives of young people.

Review Grammar in Translation

Consolidate Adjectives and Adverbs

Consolidate Comparisons

Consolidation of Education and Employment Opportunities; the education 

system and student issues; work and travel opportunities and the changing 

work scene

Consolidate the Conditional Tense

Introduce the Subjunctive and the Imperative

Revisit and Develop Question Forms

Revisit and Develop si clauses

Independent Research Project

Film: Intouchable

Revisit and Develop Infinitive Constructions, si-clauses and the Subjunctive

Geography
Physical Geography - Coasts

Human Geography -  Population & Environment

Physical Geography - Coasts

Human Geography -  Population & Environment

Physical Geography - Coasts

Human Geography -  Population & Environment

Physical Geography - Water & Carbon Cycle

Human Geography -  Changing Places

Physical Geography - Water & Carbon Cycle

Human Geography -  Changing Places

Independent Fieldwork Investigation

Physical Geography - Water & Carbon Cycle

Human Geography -  Changing Places

Independent Fieldwork Investigation

CGP Alevel Geography Revision & Practice

Hodder Education - My Revision Notes book

Time For Geography revision videos: https://timeforgeography.co.uk/

History
History: Russia - Trying to preserve autocracy, 1855–1894 / War of the 

Roses: The origins of conflict, 1450–1459

History: Russia - Trying to preserve autocracy, 1855–1894 / War of the 

Roses: The origins of conflict, 1450-1459

History: Russia - The collapse of autocracy, 1894–1917 / War of the Roses: 

The War of the Barons, 1459-1461

History: Russia - The collapse of autocracy, 1894–1917 / War of the Roses: 

The Triumph of the Yorkists, 1461-1471

History: Russia - The emergence of Communist dictatorship, 1917-1941 / 

War of the Roses: The Triumph of the Yorkists, 1461-1471

History: Russia - The emergence of Communist dictatorship, 1917-1941 / 

War of the Roses: 'The Sun in Splendour', the reign of Edward IV, 1471–1483

Textbooks are issued to students when deposits are paid. Students should 

use these independetly to consolidate and develop understanding. In 

addition, we have small libraries of other texts students may borrow. For 

Russia, Figes' 'Revolutionary Russia' highly recommended. For Wars of the 

Roses, some students may enjoy the White Queen (although care that this 

isn't taken as fact,) all should subscribe and listen to Derek Birks' Podcasts 

on The Wars of the Roses.

Mathematics

Teacher 1

Indices and surds

Using graphs

Teacher 2

Quadratic functions

Polynomials

Teacher 1

Coordinate geometry

Differentiation

Applications of differentiation

Teacher 2

Binomial expansions

Triangle geometry

Teacher 1

Integration

Logarithms

Teacher 2

Vectors

Proof

Teacher 1

Exponential models

Working with data

Teacher 2

Introduction to kinematics

Motion with constant acceleration

Teacher 1 

Probability

Statistical hypothesis testing

Teacher 2 

Force and motion

Objects in contact

Teacher 1

Further transformations of graphs

Sequences and series

Teacher 2

Functions

Rational functions and partial fractions

www.mymaths.co.uk

www.integralmaths.org

www.examsolutions.net

Media
Media: Intro to A Level Media / Media Language / Audience and Industries

Media: CSPs: Paper 1 Media Lang and Rep - Score and unseen (print 

media) Maybelline / Chicken Industry / Audience and Industry - Radio (War of 

the Worlds and Life Hacks)

Media: CSPs: Paper 1 Media Lang and Rep Music videos (Ghost Town, 

Letter to the Free) / Audience and Industry - Newspapers (The Daily Mail and 

The i) 

Media: Paper 1A & 1B Exam Techniques Media: Paper 2 TV - Witnesses and The Missing Media: Non-Examined Assesment (NEA) A Level Reading Lists available on AQA and Moodle

Music

Music theory

Performance: practical techniques

Introduction to Composition

Listening and Appraising: Area of Study A - History of the Symphony

Performance Practice

Composition - Structures 

Listening and Appraising: Area of Study A - Haydn

Performance Preparation

Composition - Harmony 

Listening and Appraising: Area of Study A - Summary

Performance Recital

Composition - Melody

Listening and Appraising: Area of Study D - Jazz

Free Composition Project

            Listening & Appraising: Area of Study D - Jazz

Free Composition Submission

End of Year Examination

Eduqas AS and A Level Music Study Guide [Rhinegold]

Haydn: Symphony 104 Eulenburg Miniature Score

Physical Education

Physiological factors affecting performance - Skeletal and Muscular systems 

& Cardiovascular and Respiratory System

Psychological factors affecting performance - skill classification, practice, 

guidance, feedback, transfer, stages of learning and theories of learning

Socio-cultural issues in physical activity and sport - emergence and evolution 

of modern sport

Physiological factors affecting performance - Skeletal and Muscular systems 

& Cardiovascular and Respiratory System

Psychological factors affecting performance - skill classification, practice, 

guidance, feedback, transfer, stages of learning and theories of learning

Socio-cultural issues in physical activity and sport - emergence and evolution 

of modern sport

Physiological factors affecting performance - Diet, Nutrition and ergogenic 

aids, Preparation and training methods in relation to improving and 

maintaining physical activity and performance

Psychological factors affecting performance - individual difference including; 

personality, attitude, motivation, arousal, anxiety, aggression and social 

facilitation

Socio-cultural issues in physical activity and sport - Global sporting events

Physiological factors affecting performance - Diet, Nutrition and ergogenic 

aids, Preparation and training methods in relation to improving and 

maintaining physical activity and performance

Psychological factors affecting performance - individual difference including; 

personality, attitude, motivation, arousal, anxiety, aggression and social 

facilitation

Socio-cultural issues in physical activity and sport - Global sporting events

Physiological factors affecting performance - Biomechanical principles, levers 

and the use of technology

Psychological factors affecting performance - group and team dynamics and 

goal setting

Socio-cultural issues in physical activity and sport

Physiological factors affecting performance - Biomechanical principles, levers 

and the use of technology

Psychological factors affecting performance - group and team dynamics and 

goal setting

Socio-cultural issues in physical activity and sport

Everlearner.com - online resource that has teaching videos of topic material 

and knowledge tests. 

Revision guide - 'My Revision Notes: OCR A Level PE'

Revision packs will also be supplied 

Physics Physics: Particles / Current Electricity Physics: Electromagnetic Radiation / Current Electricity Physics: Waves / Materials Physics: Optics / Mechanics 1 Physics: Mechanics 1 / Mechanics 2 Physics: Revision / Gravitational Fields / Circular Motion

Oxford University Press - AQA Physics A-Level (2nd ed)

Revision Guide: AQA Year 1 & 2 Complete Revision & Practice with Online 

Edition (CGP A-Level Pysics) 

Politics
Politics: Nature and sources of the British Constitution, Democracy and 

Participation
Politics: The Structure and role of Parliament, Elections and Referendums Politics: The Prime Minsiter and Government, Political Parties of the UK

Politics: The Judiciary and Devolution, Pressure Groups and The UK's 

relationship with the EU

Politics: Politcal Ideologies- Socialism, Conservatism, Liberalism and 

Ecologism 

Politics: Politcal Ideologies- Socialism, Conservatism, Liberalism and 

Ecologism 

Politics: a range of Broadsheet newspapers to cover the Political Spectrum, 

Channel 4 News at 7, Politics Today journal.

Product Design
Materials and their applications, Performance characteristics of materials. 

Testing materials. Design methods and processes 

Materials and their applications, Performance characteristics of materials. 

Design methods and processes. Design Theory. 

Selecting appropriate tools, equipment and processes . Accuracy in design 

and manufacture. Critical analysis and evaluation.

Protecting designs and intellectual property . Enhancement of materials. 

Forming, redistribution and addition processes .

Digital design and manufacture  . Responsible design. Health and safety . 

Introduce NEA. Exploring contexts. 

Design for manufacturing, maintenance, repair and disposal. Enterprise and 

marketing in the development of products. NEA. Research and investigation.

AQA Desgn and Technology. Product Design. Hodder Education. 

Essesntial Maths Skills for AS/A Level Design and Technology.

Psychology

How does social influence explain behaviour and enforce social change?

What is the research methods used by psychologists to investigate 

behaviour? Start building essay writing skills.

Social Influence continued where applicable.

Understanding/evaluation explanations for abnormal behaviour 

(psychopathology).

Psychopathology continued.  Key maths research methods skills.  Memory 

module to include; coding, capacity and duration.  Models of memory to 

include MDM and WMM. 

Attachment

Influence on early development, Bowlby.  Stages of Attachment, efects of 

instinutionalisation.  Effects of attachment on later life.

Memory

Explanations for forgetting, Eye Witness testimony and Cognitive Interview.

Revision

Approaches – emergence of psychology as a science

Wilhelm Wundt

Behaviourist

Cognitive

Social learning theory

Biological

Psychodynamic (Freud)

Humanistic theory

Comparison of approaches and contribution to psychology

Start statistics – independent research

TED Talks 

Simply Psychology

British Psychological Society

Research Digest App

Films:  The Stanford Prison Experiment, Goodnight Mr Tom, Good Will 

Hunting.

Books: The Psychopath Test

Radio 4: All in the Mind

Spanish

Transition to A level:

Introduce Families and Citizenship; changing family structures; the changing 

nature of marriage and partnership; being a good citizen.

Consolidate GCSE Grammatical Features

Introduce Youth Trends and Personal Identity; trends in fashion; how young 

people respond to modern technology; relationships with others and peer 

pressure.

Consolidate use of 6 tenses in regular and irregular verbs

Revisit and Develop infinitive constructions

Introduce present subjunctive structures

Introduce Regional Culture and Heritage; festivals; customs and traditions; 

historical sites; museums and galleries.

Revisit and Develop Direct and Indirect Object Pronouns

Introduce the compound tenses

Revisit and develop further subjunctive structures in the present and present 

perfect

Media, art, film and music in the French-speaking world; trends in media and 

art; film and music in the lives of young people.

Review Grammar in Translation

Consolidate Adjectives and Adverbs

Consolidate Comparisons

Continue to review verb tenses conjugations

Consolidation of Education and Employment Opportunities; the education 

system and student issues; work and travel opportunities and the changing 

work scene.

Continue to revisit grammar integrated in skills and through translation

Introduce imperfect and pluperfect subjunctive

Independent Research Project (IRP)launch

THE TWO SPAINS: 1936 ONWARDS. ‘El franquismo’: repression and daily 

life in Franco’s Spain

Film: El laberinto del fauno continued

Novel: Requiem por un campesino espanol continued

Revisit and Develop previous grammar

Introduce passive voice and how to avoid it

Textiles

Textiles: Students gain knowledge of how to work with a range of fabrics and 

materials using different artists work for inspiration. They use primary and 

secondary research to produce creative ideas using a range of medium, skills 

and techniques. They realise their intentions through a given brief by creating 

a final product, written work, essay and supporting portfolio to reflect their 

journey. Their work should reflect a more in depth and skilful application of a 

wide range of skills, techniques and processes which show both development 

and refinement of ideas. students are given a theme to work through the 

Textiles: Students gain knowledge of how to work with a range of fabrics and 

materials using different artists work for inspiration. They use primary and 

secondary research to produce creative ideas using a range of medium, skills 

and techniques. They realise their intentions through a given brief by creating 

a final product, written work, essay and supporting portfolio to reflect their 

journey. Their work should reflect a more in depth and skilful application of a 

wide range of skills, techniques and processes which show both development 

and refinement of ideas. students are given a theme to work through the 

Textiles: Students gain knowledge of how to work with a range of fabrics and 

materials using different artists work for inspiration. They use primary and 

secondary research to produce creative ideas using a range of medium, skills 

and techniques. They realise their intentions through a given brief by creating 

a final product, written work, essay and supporting portfolio to reflect their 

journey. Their work should reflect a more in depth and skilful application of a 

wide range of skills, techniques and processes which show both development 

and refinement of ideas. students are given a theme to work through the 

Textiles:Students gain knowledge of how to work with a range of fabrics and 

materials using different artists work for inspiration. They use primary and 

secondary research to produce creative ideas using a range of medium, skills 

and techniques. They realise their intentions through a given brief by creating 

a final product, written work, essay and supporting portfolio to reflect their 

journey. Their work should reflect a more in depth and skilful application of a 

wide range of skills, techniques and processes which show both development 

and refinement of ideas. students are given a theme to work through the 

Textiles:Students gain knowledge of how to work with a range of fabrics and 

materials using different artists work for inspiration. They use primary and 

secondary research to produce creative ideas using a range of medium, skills 

and techniques. They realise their intentions through a given brief by creating 

a final product, written work, essay and supporting portfolio to reflect their 

journey. Their work should reflect a more in depth and skilful application of a 

wide range of skills, techniques and processes which show both development 

and refinement of ideas. students are given a theme to work through the 

Textiles: Students gain knowledge of how to work with a range of fabrics and 

materials using different artists work for inspiration. They use primary and 

secondary research to produce creative ideas using a range of medium, skills 

and techniques. They realise their intentions through a given brief by creating 

a final product, written work, essay and supporting portfolio to reflect their 

journey. Their work should reflect a more in depth and skilful application of a 

wide range of skills, techniques and processes which show both development 

and refinement of ideas. students are given a theme to work through the 
Notes

Subject Curricula

Rushcliffe School      Curriculum Overview Year 12

School Curriculum Aims Skills for Learning

At Rushcliffe School, we define the curriculum as all of the learning opportunities that the school creates for pupils. The curriculum at Rushcliffe aims to:

• develop a love of learning and stimulate intellectual curiosity in pupils such that it remains with them for the rest of their lives;

• enable pupils to be positive, happy, safe, resilient and challenged;

• ensure that pupils’ physical health, mental health and general wellbeing is promoted and remains good;

• help pupils develop key skills valuable in life and valued by employers such that they stand head and shoulders above others when applying for jobs, courses or apprenticeships;

• promote pupils’ awareness and understanding of global issues and the complexity of life in the 21st century;

• support pupils to achieve a set of qualifications at a standard that supports their next and future steps in education, employment or training;

• nurture existing talents and interests as well as supporting pupils to develop new ones;

• and promote and embed the core values and ethos of the school.

Listening: the receiving, retaining and processing of information or ideas

Presenting: the oral transmission of information or ideas

Problem solving: the ability to find a solution to a complex situation or challenge

Creativity: the use of imagination and the generation of new ideas

Staying positive: the ability to use tactics and strategies to overcome setbacks and achieve goals

Aiming high: the ability to set clear, tangible goals and devise a robust route to achieving them

Leadership: supporting, encouraging and motivating others to achieve a shared goal

Teamwork: working co-operatively with others towards achieving a shared goal



Bright Days

Bright Day 1: Bright Futures

Next Steps

Includes sessions on the careers advice service, Sixth Form, college, 

apprenticeships, Unifrog, writing applications and interview skills.

Bright Day 2: Bright Lives

The Challenges of Modern Society

Discussion and debate including sessions on university fees, prison, 

immigration.

Bright Day 3: Bright Sparks

Examination & Revision Skills

Includes sessions on revision skills in each core subject, flash cards, visual 

memory and revision timetables.

Bright Day 4: 

N/A

(Examinations)

Form Time Learning Themes

Enrichment Sessions
Half Term 1

Healthy Relationships

Half Term 2

Bullying

Half Term 3

Respecting Differences

Half Term 4

Being Healthy

Half Term 6

Drugs and Alcohol Awareness

Subject Half Term 1 Half Term 2 Half Term 3 Half Term 4 Half Term 5 Half Term 6 Recommended books, revision guides etc.

Art
Experiment with resources, media and techniques and refine your work

Pop art eye  study and Collage Painting

Final Piece Prepration AOB 4

This involves bringing all coursework together to produce a final response.  

Begin study on Critcal Appraisal of  your chosen artist. AOB 1

Complete final piece [coursework] and Critical Appraisal

Begin exam project

Artist copies and observational drawing

Exam Project

Observational drawings, development pieces, semi final and final piece

10 Hour Practical Exam 

Coursework Catchup and mounting exam work for moderation -

Business

Business operations

Role of procurement

The concept of quality 

Good customer service

Finance

Sources of finance

Cash flow

Financial terms and calculations

Analysing the financial performance of a business

Influences of Business

Technology

Ethical and environmental

The economic climate

Influences of Business

Globalisation

Legislation

The Competitive environment

Revision

Examinations

Examinations
CGP AQA BUSINESS REVISION GUIDE AND WORKBOOK, CGP AQA 

BUSINESS QUESTION CARDS.

Computing Computing: GCSE NEA Programming Computing: GCSE NEA Programming Computing: Communication and The Internet Computing: The Bigger Picture Revision

Revision

Examinations

Construction

Construction: Unit 3 Construction Design. Students learn about the social 

and economic benefits of construction. Students will also learn about different 

drawing techniques to be able to design and model a four bedroom house to 

local authroity requirements. Students will work with a client and improve their 

designs until an improved design is completed.

Construction: Unit 3 Construction Design. Students learn about the social 

and economic benefits of construction. Students will also learn about different 

drawing techniques to be able to design and model a four bedroom house to 

local authroity requirements. Students will work with a client and improve their 

designs until an improved design is completed.

Construction: Unit 3 Construction Design. Students learn about the social 

and economic benefits of construction. Students will also learn about different 

drawing techniques to be able to design and model a four bedroom house to 

local authroity requirements. Students will work with a client and improve their 

designs until an improved design is completed.

Construction: Unit 1 Construction Techniques (examinable component). 

Students will learn different construction techniques that are currently 

available to low and medium rise housing. Students look at foundations, 

walls, roofs and floors and materials used within these stages of the building 

process. They will also learn site layouts, different forces on a structure, 

environmental aspects to construction and new methods to building a 

structure. 

Construction: Unit 1 Construction Techniques (examinable component). 

Students will learn different construction techniques that are currently 

available to low and medium rise housing. Students look at foundations, 

walls, roofs and floors and materials used within these stages of the building 

process. They will also learn site layouts, different forces on a structure, 

environmental aspects to construction and new methods to building a 

structure.

Construction: Unit 1 Construction Techniques (examinable component). 

Students will learn different construction techniques that are currently 

available to low and medium rise housing. Students look at foundations, 

walls, roofs and floors and materials used within these stages of the building 

process. They will also learn site layouts, different forces on a structure, 

environmental aspects to construction and new methods to building a 

structure.

Rushcliffe has a revision guide which is given to them near the end of year 

10. Covering all of this guide will allow students to be able to access the 

distinction grade. 

Drama

Componenet 1 - Blood Brothers Set Text

Review of play and exam technique culminating in mock paper #2  which 

includes questions on types of stage space and job roles in theatre. 

Component 3 - Exploration and rehearsal 

Students are introduced to the play Monsters then choose an extract to 

rehearse and perform in a mock performance. Students will be examined on 

the range of acting skills to communicate meaning.

Component 3 - Rehearsal

Students choose a second extract from Monsters and rehearse and perform 

in mock performance 

Examination Component 3

Students rehearse both extract from Monsters and perform for examiner visit.. 

This performance is worth 20% of their GCSE

Section C - Live Performance. Students watch a live performanace online 

and analyse and evaluate how the actors have communictaed meaning in 

preparation for writing an essay based question in the exam 

Revision of Blood Brothers characters and questions in preparation for the 

exam 

Examinations

Watch performance of Things I Know To be True  on Digital Theatre plus. 

Purchase 'Blood Brothers' set text and also GCSE Blood Brothers Revision 

Guide - both sold via Schopay.

English
English Language

Paper 2 Reading

English Language

Paper 2 Writing – Presenting a viewpoint

English Literature

Macbeth (Shakespeare)

English Literature

Revision

English Language

Revision
Examinations

Macbeth

CGP Revision Guides / York Notes / SNAP Revision Guides 

Feench

Introduce Local Area

Revisit and Develop Holidays and Tourism

Consolidate present, past and future tenses

Introduce idiomatic phrases 

Introduce weather phrases

Introduce Local Areas of Interest

Introduce Transport

Consolidate present, past and future tenses

Introduce Global Sustainability:

Environment, Social Issues

Speaking Exam Preparation

Consolidate use of a variety of tenses

Recall of all topic areas in the four skills 

Focus on exam practice and preparation

Recall all grammatical features during exam practice

Revision and Examinations Examinations

Food

Food & Nutrition: Students carry out their Non- Examined Assessments in 

year 11 which is fifty percent of their overall mark. This includes a science 

investigation and a three hour practical exam. Both tasks are set by the exam 

board and are released to schools at the beginning of September  and 

November  respectively of year 11.

Food & Nutrition: Students carry out their Non- Examined Assessments in 

year 11 which is fifty percent of their overall mark. This includes a science 

investigation and a three hour practical exam. Both tasks are set by the exam 

board and are released to schools at the beginning of September  and 

November  respectively of year 11.

Food & Nutrition: Students carry out their Non- Examined Assessments in 

year 11 which is fifty percent of their overall mark. This includes a science 

investigation and a three hour practical exam. Both tasks are set by the exam 

board and are released to schools at the beginning of September  and 

November  respectively of year 11.

Food & Nutrition: Students carry out their Non- Examined Assessments in 

year 11 which is fifty percent of their overall mark. This includes a science 

investigation and a three hour practical exam. Both tasks are set by the exam 

board and are released to schools at the beginning of September  and 

November  respectively of year 11.

Food & Nutrition:Students carry out their Non- Examined Assessments in 

year 11 which is fifty percent of their overall mark. This includes a science 

investigation and a three hour practical exam. Both tasks are set by the exam 

board and are released to schools at the beginning of September  and 

November  respectively of year 11.

Food & Nutrition: Students carry out their Non- Examined Assessments in 

year 11 which is fifty percent of their overall mark. This includes a science 

investigation and a three hour practical exam. Both tasks are set by the exam 

board and are released to schools at the beginning of September  and 

November  respectively of year 11.

Food Preparation and Nutrition (OCR GCSE) Hodder Education

Geography

Resource Management

Human environments, their dynamic nature,  the need for sustainble 

management, current & future challenges & opportunities.

Human Fieldwork

Select, adapt and use a variety of skills and techniques to investigate 

questions and issues and communicate findings in relation to geographical 

enquiry

Challenge of Natural Hazards

Natural Hazards, tectonics, weather hazards, climate change

Changing Economic World

Human environments, their dynamic nature,  the need for sustainble 

management, current & future challenges & opportunities.

Issue Evaluation

Critical thinking & problem solving, geographical skills and applied knowledge 

and understanding

Revision

Examinations

Examinations

CGP GCSE 9-1 Geography Revision & Practice Guide

Time For Geography revision videos: https://timeforgeography.co.uk/

BBC Bitesize revision: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/examspecs/zy3ptyc

History

American West

Range wars

Lawlessness

The defeat of the IndiansGermany- Weimar

Impact of WWI

Setting of the Weimar Republic

Problems in the Weimar (rebellion- left and right)

Germany- Weimar Recovery and the role of Stresemann

Recovery- e.g. Dawes plan- what impact it has on ordinary Germans

Changes in the lives of women

Germany- Weimar

Development of the Nazi Party and initial failures.

Hitler’s role within this.

Depression and how this helps the Nazis

Hitler’s consolidation of power- Reichstag fire

Germany- Weimar

The Germany Hitler creates- it’s aims

Women and family

Youth

Minorities

Economics

Ordinary Germany (KDF etc)

Revision

Examinations

Examinations
CGP revision book and/ or CGP workbook(the department is able to sell 

these at a reduced price.) History File- Nazi Germany.

GCSE Foundation

Further perimeter and area

Linear graphs recap

Direct and inverse proportion

Averages (mean,median,mode) & range

GCSE Foundation

Simultaneous equations

Algebra and graphs

Relative frequency

Venn diagrams

Tree diagrams

Listing systematically

GCSE Foundation

Growth and Decay

Trigonometry

Vectors

Sketching graphs

GCSE Foundation

Angles in polygons

Finding volumes

Similarity

Quadratic graphs

Solving quadratic equations

Revision

Examinations

Examinations

GCSE Higher

Equation of a circle

Linear inequalities

Sim. equations (inc. a quadratic)

Volume

GCSE Higher

Direct and inverse proportion

Cubic and reciprocal graphs

Trigonometric graphs

Trial and improvement and iteration

Vectors

GCSE Higher

Growth and decay (exponentials)

Circle theorems

Area of a triangle using sine

Trigonometry (sine and cosine rule)

Transforming graphs

GCSE Higher

Distance/time graphs

Speed/time graphs

Gradients 

Areas under curves

Algebraic fractions

Revision

Examinations

Examinations

Media
Media

Non-Examined Assessment (NEA)

Media

Online, Social & Participatory Media: Zoella; Kim Kardashian / Video Games: 

Lara Croft

Media

Newspapers: The Daily Mirror; The Times

Media

Revision

Media

Revision
Examinations

Music

Listening & Appraising: World Music (Indian Classical, Bhangra, Greek,  

African and Israeli)

Composition: free composition submission 

Solo Performance:Submission

Listening & Appraising: Samba and Calypso

Composition: Brief composition submission 

Ensemble Performance:Submission

Area of Study 2 and 5: Content summary Area of Study 3 and 4: content summary exam revision and technique Listening and Appraising examination
OCR GCSE Music Revision Guide [Rhinegold]

OCR GCSE Music Study Guide [Rhinegold]

Philosophy & Ethics What do Buddhists believe?

Buddhism, Beliefs & Teachings

Buddhism Practices

What do Buddhists do as a result of what they believe? Religion and Life

Revision

Examinations

Examinations

AQA GCSE Religious Studies A: Christianity and Buddhism Revision Guide 

Paperback by Marianne Fleming (Author) , Nagapriya  (Author), Peter Smith 

(Author)  

Revison Worsheets to accompany this guide are on ShowMyHomework or 

see Ms Moran 

Core Physical Education (non-examined)

Students will continue to access 2 hours of Physical PE as KS3. Activities are 

chosen to maximise engagement and promote life-long participation.

Core Physical Education (non-examined)

Students will continue to access 2 hours of Physical PE as KS3. Activities are 

chosen to maximise engagement and promote life-long participation.

Core Physical Education (non-examined)

Students will continue to access 2 hours of Physical PE as KS3. Activities are 

chosen to maximise engagement and promote life-long participation.

Core Physical Education (non-examined)

Students will continue to access 2 hours of Physical PE as KS3. Activities are 

chosen to maximise engagement and promote life-long participation.

Core Physical Education (non-examined)

Students will continue to access 2 hours of Physical PE as KS3. Activities are 

chosen to maximise engagement and promote life-long participation.

Core Physical Education (non-examined)

Students will continue to access 2 hours of Physical PE as KS3. Activities are 

chosen to maximise engagement and promote life-long participation.

GCSE Physical Education

Course content: Health, fitness, well-being and diet

GCSE Physical Education

Course content: Sport Psychology 

GCSE Physical Education

Course content: Socio-cultural influences 

GCSE Physical Education

Course content: Re-cap of previous topic material

GCSE Physical Education

Course content: Re-cap of previous topic material

Revision

Examinations

Everlearner.com - online resource that has teaching videos of topic material 

and knowledge tests. 

Revision guide - 'Revise Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Physical Education Revision 

Guide'

Revision packs will also be supplied 

Product Design Product Design: NEA  Investigation and Brief and Spec. Exam prep. Product Design: NEA  brief and spec.  Design.  Exam prep. Product Design: NEA development. Exam prep. Product Design:  Realisation and evalutaion. Exam preparation
Product Design: NEA final evaluation. NEA  Moderation . Revision. 

Examinations
Examinations

My Revision notes (AQA) Design and Technology - Timbers, Metals and 

Polymers / AQA All Materials Categories and Systems.

Science

Biology: Homeostasis & Response

Chemistry: Organic Chemistry

Physics: Magnetism & Electromagnetism

Biology: Adaptation

Chemistry: Using Resources

Physics: Waves

Biology: Biodiversity

Chemistry: Atmosphere

Physics: Space Physics

Revision

Revision

Examinations

Examinations

CGP revision guides for AQA Science (offered in year 10 HT1 and year 11 

HT1 at discounted price) - various book combinations for different courses 

and levels.

Revision flash cards.

Spanish

Theme 3 GCSE Syllabus school, future plans 

Current Study 

Revisit and develop:School/college life 

Revisit and develop:School/college studies 

Revisit, consolidate and higher order structures including both infinitive structures 

and instances of gerund usage: disfrutar/pasar tiempo

Further develop and extend opinions and justifications: a reason of a reason

Theme 3 GCSE Syllabus: World of Work  

Revisit and develop: Work experience and part-time jobs 

Revisit and develop: Skills and personal qualities 

 Jobs and Future Plans 

• Applying for work/study 

• Career plans World of Work  

• Work experience and part-time jobs 

• Skills and personal qualities 

Introduce higher level opinions and idiomatic expressions: 

hubiera preferido/preferiría que estuviera, fuera, tuviera

Recall of all topic areas in the four skills and grammar.

 Focus on speaking preparation. Role play. Responding to photo stimulus. 

Develop fluency and spontaneity

Recall of all topic areas in the four skills and grammar.

Focus on LISTENING, READING and writing preparation. 
Revision. Exam season begins. Study leave

Textiles

Textiles: Students complete their component 1 at the end of year 10 and 

beginning of Year 11 which is worth 60% of their final grade. Their 

Component 2 is completed between January and April of Year 11 and is 

worth 40% of their final grade. Research and practical tasks – trialling and 

testing different textiles techniques and applying them linked to chosen artists 

and designers work. 

Textiles: Students complete their component 1 at the end of year 10 and 

beginning of Year 11 which is worth 60% of their final grade. Their 

Component 2 is completed between January and April of Year 11 and is 

worth 40% of their final grade. 

Textiles: Students complete their component 1 at the end of year 10 and 

beginning of Year 11 which is worth 60% of their final grade. Their 

Component 2 is completed between January and April of Year 11 and is 

worth 40% of their final grade. 

Textiles: Students complete their component 1 at the end of year 10 and 

beginning of Year 11 which is worth 60% of their final grade. Their 

Component 2 is completed between January and April of Year 11 and is 

worth 40% of their final grade. 

Textiles: Students complete their component 1 at the end of year 10 and 

beginning of Year 11 which is worth 60% of their final grade. Their 

Component 2 is completed between January and April of Year 11 and is 

worth 40% of their final grade. 

Textiles: Students complete their component 1 at the end of year 10 and 

beginning of Year 11 which is worth 60% of their final grade. Their 

Component 2 is completed between January and April of Year 11 and is 

worth 40% of their final grade. 

Notes

Subject Curricula

Mathematics

www.mymaths.co.uk

www.mathswatch.co.uk

www.hegartymaths.com

CGP AQA Mathematics Revision guide and Exam Practice Workbook (H/F)

Physical Education

Rushcliffe School      Curriculum Overview Year 11

School Curriculum Aims Skills for Learning

At Rushcliffe School, we define the curriculum as all of the learning opportunities that the school creates for pupils. The curriculum at Rushcliffe aims to:

• develop a love of learning and stimulate intellectual curiosity in pupils such that it remains with them for the rest of their lives;

• enable pupils to be positive, happy, safe, resilient and challenged;

• ensure that pupils’ physical health, mental health and general wellbeing is promoted and remains good;

• help pupils develop key skills valuable in life and valued by employers such that they stand head and shoulders above others when applying for jobs, courses or apprenticeships;

• promote pupils’ awareness and understanding of global issues and the complexity of life in the 21st century;

• support pupils to achieve a set of qualifications at a standard that supports their next and future steps in education, employment or training;

• nurture existing talents and interests as well as supporting pupils to develop new ones;

• and promote and embed the core values and ethos of the school.

Listening: the receiving, retaining and processing of information or ideas

Presenting: the oral transmission of information or ideas

Problem solving: the ability to find a solution to a complex situation or challenge

Creativity: the use of imagination and the generation of new ideas

Staying positive: the ability to use tactics and strategies to overcome setbacks and achieve goals

Aiming high: the ability to set clear, tangible goals and devise a robust route to achieving them

Leadership: supporting, encouraging and motivating others to achieve a shared goal

Teamwork: working co-operatively with others towards achieving a shared goal



Bright Days

Bright Day 1: Bright Bodies

Healthy Relationships

Includes sessions on making choices, base 51, teenage pregnancy, male and 

female health and relationships.

Bright Day 2: Bright Futures

Dragons' Den

Bringing a product to market including sessions on finance.

Bright Day 3: Bright Lights

Expressing Yourself

A range of sessions designed to give pupils the chance to explore and 

express themselves through different Art forms.

Bright Day 4: Bright Lives

Politics

Includes sessions on parliament, local politics, UK political parties and 

political campaigns.

Form Time Learning Themes

Enrichment Sessions
Half Term 1

Healthy Relationships

Half Term 2

Bullying

Half Term 3

Respecting Differences

Half Term 4

Being Healthy

Half Term 6

Drugs and Alcohol Awareness

Subject Half Term 1 Half Term 2 Half Term 3 Half Term 4 Half Term 5 Half Term 6 Recommended books, revision guides etc.

Business

Businesses in the Real World

The purpose and nature of businesses

Business Ownership

Setting aims and objectives

Businesses in the Real World

Stakeholders

Business Location

Business Planning

Expanding a business

Marketing

Identifying and understanding customer needs

Segmentation

Purpose and methods of market research

Elements of the marketing mix

Product 

Marketing

Product 

Pricing

Promotion

Distribution 

HR

Organisational structures

Recruitment and selection

Motivating employees

Training 

Consolidation and Operations

Production processes

CGP AQA BUSINESS REVISION GUIDE AND WORKBOOK, CGP AQA 

BUSINESS QUESTION CARDS.

Computing Computing: Programming and Problem Solving Computing: Data Computing: Data / Understanding  Computers Computing: Understanding  Computers Computing: Mock Exam Revision Computing: GCSE NEA Programming Edexcel Pearson GCSE Revision Guide.

Construction

Construction: Unit 5 Exploring carpentry and joinery - Students identify, 

select, justify and evaluate different tools for a specific carpentry task. 

Students also carry out practical work and make a window casement. 

Students also write a risk assessment to help recognise the importance of 

health and safety within the unit.

Construction: Unit 5 Exploring carpentry and joinery - Students identify, 

select, justify and evaluate different tools for a specific carpentry task. 

Students also carry out practical work and make a window casement. 

Students also write a risk assessment to help recognise the importance of 

health and safety within the unit.

Construction: Unit 5 Exploring carpentry and joinery - Students identify, 

select, justify and evaluate different tools for a specific carpentry task. 

Students also carry out practical work and make a window casement. 

Students also write a risk assessment to help recognise the importance of 

health and safety within the unit.

Construction: Unit 2 Applying scientfic and mathemtical principles in 

Construction. Students learn how to apply maths and science principles in 

order to solve Construction tasks. Students learn trigonometry, expansion of 

materials with temperature differences, forces, algebra, plotting charts/tables 

and working out volume and area of construction materials.

Construction: Unit 2 Applying scientfic and mathemtical principles in 

Construction. Students learn how to apply maths and science principles in 

order to solve Construction tasks. Students learn trigonometry, expansion of 

materials with temperature differences, forces, algebra, plotting charts/tables 

and working out volume and area of construction materials.

Construction: Unit 2 Applying scientfic and mathemtical principles in 

Construction. Students learn how to apply maths and science principles in 

order to solve Construction tasks. Students learn trigonometry, expansion of 

materials with temperature differences, forces, algebra, plotting charts/tables 

and working out volume and area of construction materials.

Rushcliffe has a revision guide which is given to them near the end of year 

10. Covering all of this guide will allow students to be able to access the 

distinction grade. 

Drama

Areas of Study

Core skills for success in a performance. use of voice, movement and space 

to communicate meaning to an audeinece. Students are expected to 

incorporate a wide range of skills and techniques learnt in KS3 in the 

devising of a baseline performance.

Mock Devising

Students are again tested on their abilty to create original drmaa from a 

stimulus. Research skills are key in this process to develop meaning and 

context for an audience. Students are required to consider how technical 

elements [lighting and sound] will be used in their work as a semiotic.

Component 1 - Blood Brothers

Students study the text, building on previous work and focusing on plot, 

context and performance of chaarcter. Mock paper #1 is taken at the end of 

this unit

Component 2 - Explore Final Stimulus

Students explore the stimulus for their Devised  GCSE piece worth 40% of 

the GCSE. Students are required to use research skills to select appropriate 

information to inform their devising process.

Component 2 - Devising

Students devise, rehearse and produce a written creative log explaining their 

choices as a deviser/performer.

Component 2- Devising

Students devise, rehearse and produce a written creative log explaining their 

choices as a deviser/performer. The final piece is performed and examined. A 

further evaluation is required from the students looking back at their work.

Watch performance of Things I Know To be True  on Digital Theatre plus. 

Purchase 'Blood Brothers' set text and also GCSE Blood Brothers Revision 

Guide - both sold via Schopay. Students are set a series of homework pieces 

in Half Term 1 where students are expected to watch examples of 

performances on Digital Theatre Plus and write about the semiotics.

English
English Language

Paper 1 Reading – Literature fiction extracts

English Language

Paper 1 Writing – Descriptive and Narrative

English Literature

Modern Texts: An Inspector Calls (J. B. Priestley)

English Literature

19th Century Novel: The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde (Robert 

Louis Stevenson)

English Literature

Love and Relationships anthology poetry

Love and Relationships Poetry/Unseen Poetry

Spoken Language Endorsement

An Inspector Calls / Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde / A Christmas Carol

CGP Revision Guides / York Notes / SNAP Revision Guides 

Feench

Introduce Health and Fitness

Revisit and Develop Entertainment and Leisure 

Revisit and develop present tense of regular verbs

Revisit and develop irregular verbs in present tense

Revisit and develop past tense with avoir and être

Introduce après avoir + past participle

Revisit and develop modal verbs: pouvoir and vouloir

Introduce Self and Relationships

Revisit and Develop Technology and Social Media 

Introduce reflexive verbs in present tense

Revisit and develop adjective agreements and comparisons

Introduce conditional tense

Introduce Customs and Traditions 

Revisit and Develop Food and Drink

Introduce Festivals and Celebrations

Introduce adverbs

Introduce imperfect tense

Introduce direct and indirect object pronouns

Revisit and Develop Current and Future Study

Introduce School Life and Studies

Revisit and Develop 'il y a', modal verbs, opinions and justifications

Introduce past tense of reflexive verbs

Introduce Work Experience and Part-Time Jobs

Introduce Skills and Personal Qualities

Introduce avant de + infinitive

Introduce infinitive structures

Introduce Jobs, Applying for Work or Study, Career plans

Introduce use of correct register

Introduce simple future

Revisit and Develop conditional tense

Food

Food & Nutrition: students gain knowledge, understanding and skills to be 

able to feed themselves and others better. Students develop practical 

cookery skills and techniques as they explore the underlying principles of 

food science, nutrition, food traditions and food safety.

Food & Nutrition: students gain knowledge, understanding and skills to be 

able to feed themselves and others better. Students develop practical 

cookery skills and techniques as they explore the underlying principles of 

food science, nutrition, food traditions and food safety.

Food & Nutrition: students gain knowledge, understanding and skills to be 

able to feed themselves and others better. Students develop practical 

cookery skills and techniques as they explore the underlying principles of 

food science, nutrition, food traditions and food safety.

Food & Nutrition: students gain knowledge, understanding and skills to be 

able to feed themselves and others better. Students develop practical 

cookery skills and techniques as they explore the underlying principles of 

food science, nutrition, food traditions and food safety.

Food & Nutrition: students gain knowledge, understanding and skills to be 

able to feed themselves and others better. Students develop practical 

cookery skills and techniques as they explore the underlying principles of 

food science, nutrition, food traditions and food safety.

Food & Nutrition: students gain knowledge, understanding and skills to be 

able to feed themselves and others better. Students develop practical 

cookery skills and techniques as they explore the underlying principles of 

food science, nutrition, food traditions and food safety.

Food Preparation and Nutrition (OCR GCSE) Hodder Education

Geography
Living World

Ecosystems, tropical rainforests, hot deserts

Urban Issues & Challenges

Human environments, their dynamic nature,  the need for sustainble 

management, current & future challenges & opportunities.

Urban Issues & Challenges

Human environments, their dynamic nature,  the need for sustainble 

management, current & future challenges & opportunities.

UK Physical Landscapes

UK Physical landscapes, Coastal landscapes in the UK, River landscapes in 

the UK

UK Physical Landscapes

UK Physical landscapes, Coastal landscapes in the UK, River landscapes in 

the UK

Physical Fieldwork

Select, adapt and use a variety of skills and techniques to investigate 

questions and issues and communicate findings in relation to geographical 

enquiry

Resource Management

Human environments, their dynamic nature,  the need for sustainble 

management, current & future challenges & opportunities.

CGP GCSE 9-1 Geography Revision & Practice Guide

Time For Geography revision videos: https://timeforgeography.co.uk/

BBC Bitesize revision: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/examspecs/zy3ptyc

History

Why did a Cow change history?

How did science improve medicine? But, why was there resistance?

Why did hospitals get better?

What were the problems in surgery?

Public Health

Advances in science- factors that help.

WWI- impact on medicine

Elizabeth

Society and government in Elizabethan England

Religious settlement

Religious divisions in England

Internal challenge- Puritans/Catholics

Foreign power challenges

Mary Queen of Scots

Plots- Ridolfi, Throckmorton etc

Elizabeth

The Netherlands and English involvement

Singeing the King’s beard

Rivalry with Spain

Spanish Armada

Education & Leisure in Elizabeth England

Exploration- including problems faced

Raleigh and Virginia

American West

Indians way of life

American govt. relationship with the  Indians 

Migration – factors and case studies (Donner Party, Mormons)

Fort Laramie 1.

American West

Civil War- and consequences on the West. Homestead Act

Transcontinental Railroad

Homseteaders

Ranches- incl cattle and trails

Cowboys Tension and conflict- including trails.

The impact of increasing settlement on the Indian way of life

Indian Wars

CGP revision book and/ or CGP workbook(the department is able to sell 

these at a reduced price.) History File- Medicine Through Time as 

background. Tony Robinson's 'The Wild West' and Ray Mears 'How the west 

was won' all episodes of both

GCSE Foundation

Angles and parallel lines

Bearings and scale drawings

Pythagoras’ theorem

Algebraic notation

Co-ordinates and linear graphs

Linear and non-linear sequences

GCSE Foundation

Algebraic notation review

Solving linear equations & inequalities

Finding percentages

Primes, factors and multiples

Systematic listing strategies

Basic probability

GCSE Foundation

Rounding, bounds and accuracy

Real life graphs

Reflection, rotation, translation

Enlargements

Calculating with percentages

GCSE Foundation

Ratio and Proportion

Units of measure

Compound measures (inc. speed)

GCSE Foundation

Powers and roots

Constructions and loci

Introduction to trigonometry

Scatter graphs

GCSE Foundation

Quadratics

Re-arranging formulae

Nets, plans and elevations

Further circumference and area

GCSE Higher

Angles and parallel lines

Bearings and scale drawings

Pythagoras’ theorem

Trigonometry (right angled tris.)

Co-ordinates and linear graphs

Linear and non-linear sequences

GCSE Higher

Algebra (expanding and factorising)

Solving linear equations

Real life graphs

Finding percentages

Primes, factors and multiples

Systematic listing strategies

Rounding, bounds and accuracy

GCSE Higher

Factorising quadratics

Re-arranging formulae

Powers and roots

Function notation

Angles in polygons

Reflection, rotation, translation

Enlargements

GCSE Higher

Units of measure

Compound measures (inc. speed)

Ratios

Congruent triangles

Similarity (inc. ASF and VSF)

Surds

Standard form

GCSE Higher

Basic probability (one event)

Nets, plans and elevations

Constructions and loci

Averages (mean, median, mode)

Variation (range, IQR, sampling)

Scatter graphs

GCSE Higher

Probability (multiple events)

Venn diagrams and tree diagrams

Quadratic graphs

Solving equations using graphs

Quadratic equations – factorising

Quadratics – completing the square

Quadratics – using the formula

Media
Media

Introduction - CSPs OMO, GALAXY, NHS  

Media

Film: I, Daniel Blake; Doctor Strange

Media

Music Video: Arctic Monkeys; One Direction

Media

Television: Dr Who; Class

Media

Magazines: Reveal; Tatler

Media

Radio: Beats; Radio 1 Tony Blackburn

Music

Listening & Appraising: Conventions of pop (rock 'n' roll / surf rock / rock 

anthems)

Composition: 12-bar

Performance: Practical techniques

Listening & Appraising: Conventions of pop (pop ballads / solo artists)

Composition: Theme & variation

Performance: Formal performance 1

Listening & Appraising: Concerto through time (baroque)

Composition: Exploring other structures

Performance: Evaluation & repertoire

Listening & Appraising: Concerto through time (classical / romantic)

Composition: Musical elements

Performance: Formal performance 2

Listening & Appraising: Film music (original / classical)

Composition: Composition to a brief

Performance: Final preparation

Listening & Appraising: Film music (music for games)

Composition: Composition to a brief

Performance: Formal performance 3

OCR GCSE Music Revision Guide [Rhinegold]

OCR GCSE Music Study Guide [Rhinegold]

Philosophy & Ethics What do Christians believe?

Christianity - Beliefs & Teachings

Christianity – Practices

What do Christians do as a result of what they believe? Relationships & Families

Relationships & Families

Religion, Peace & Conflict

Religion, Peace & Conflict

AQA GCSE Religious Studies A: Christianity and Buddhism Revision Guide 

Paperback by Marianne Fleming (Author) , Nagapriya  (Author), Peter Smith 

(Author)  

Revison Worsheets to accompany this guide are on ShowMyHomework or 

see Ms Moran

Core Physical Education (non-examined)

Students will continue to access 2 hours of Physical PE as KS3. Activities are 

chosen to maximise engagement and promote life-long participation.

Core Physical Education (non-examined)

Students will continue to access 2 hours of Physical PE as KS3. Activities are 

chosen to maximise engagement and promote life-long participation.

Core Physical Education (non-examined)

Students will continue to access 2 hours of Physical PE as KS3. Activities are 

chosen to maximise engagement and promote life-long participation.

Core Physical Education (non-examined)

Students will continue to access 2 hours of Physical PE as KS3. Activities are 

chosen to maximise engagement and promote life-long participation.

Core Physical Education (non-examined)

Students will continue to access 2 hours of Physical PE as KS3. Activities are 

chosen to maximise engagement and promote life-long participation.

Core Physical Education (non-examined)

Students will continue to access 2 hours of Physical PE as KS3. Activities are 

chosen to maximise engagement and promote life-long participation.

GCSE Physical Education

Course content: Musculo-skeletal System

GCSE Physical Education

Course content: Cardio-respiratory System

GCSE Physical Education

Course content: Short-term and long-term effects of exercise, training 

methods and components fitness

GCSE Physical Education

Course content: Warm-up/ cool-down and performance enhancing drugs

GCSE Physical Education

Course content: Coursework (Personalised Exercise Programme)

GCSE Physical Education

Course content: Biomechanics - planes and axis and levers

Everlearner.com - online resource that has teaching videos of topic material 

and knowledge tests. 

Revision guide - 'Revise Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Physical Education Revision 

Guide'

Revision packs will also be supplied 

Product Design

Product Design: Product Design: Design Musuem competition. Group work. 

Design innovation, modelling  ideas. Core technical principles Materials and 

their working properties.

Product Design: Product Design: Design Musuem competition. Group work. 

Design innovation, modelling  ideas. Core technical principles Materials and 

their working properties .

Product Design: Introduce polymer design and make task. Laser cutting 

knowledge and aplication.  Core technical principles developemnt in new and 

modern materials. Specialist principles working with tools and equiment, 

material management

Product Design: 3d modelling - knowledge and application of 3d printing. 

Core technical principles Energy generation and storage. Systems and 

control.

Product Design: Timber design and make task. Core technical principles 

mechanical devices. Specialsit principles material management, using tools 

and equipment. Quality control.

Product Design: Core techncial principles new and emerging technologies. 

NEA introduction. 

AQA GCSE (9-1) Design and Technology: All Material Categories and 

Systems / My Revision Notes: AQA GCSE (9-1) Design and Technology: All 

Material Categories and Systems

Science

Biology: Animal Organisation

Chemistry: Energy Changes

Physics: Atomic Structure

Biology: Plant Organisation

Chemistry: Bonding

Physics: Conservation & Dissipation of Energy

Biology: Infection & Response

Chemistry: Quantitative Chemistry

Physics: Particle Model of Matter

Biology: Transport in Cells

Chemistry: Chemical Changes

Physics: Current & Domestic Electricity

Biology: Bioenergetics

Chemistry: Rates & Extent of Chemical Change

Physics: Motion, Forces & Acceleration

Biology: Inheritence, Variation & Evolution

Chemistry: Chemical Analysis

Physics: Forces & Interactions

CGP revision guides for AQA Science (offered in year 10 HT1 and year 11 

HT1 at discounted price) - various book combinations for different courses 

and levels.

Revision flash cards.

Spanish

Theme 2 GCSE syllabus: Spain and Spanish speaking countries 

Revisit and develop: Local and regional features and characteristics 

Revisit and develop: Holidays and tourism 

Revisit 4 tenses in the context of holidays: preterite, present,, futures and conditonal

Develop the language of comparison: lo bueno de … lo peor 

Theme 2 GCSE syllabus: Revisit and develop: Home and Locality 

 Revisit and develop: Local areas of interest 

 Revisit and develop: Transport 

Revisit and combine tenses: imperfect and present tense

Revisit and develop the language of comparison: lo bueno de … lo peor

Introduce NEW higher order structures: a pesar de que… la desventaja de .. Mientras 

que

Further develop the use of conditional tense introduced by 'if clauses'

Theme 2 GCSE syllabus: Revisit and develop: Global Sustainability 

•Revisit and develop: Environment 

• Introduce Social issues  

Continue to combine tenses

Revisit and develop conditional of 'deber',e g: debería haber

revisit and develop modal verbs

Top ability:introduce present subjunctive 3rd person

Theme 1 GCSE syllabus: Youth Culture 

• Self and relationships 

• Technology and social media 

Revisit, consolidate and further develop 3 time frames together using 5 tenses

Introduce direct object pronouns and revisit demonstratives

Theme 1 GCSE syllabus: Revisit and develop Lifestyle 

• Health and fitness 

• Entertainment and leisure 

Revisit, consolidate and develop: 3 time frames together using 5 tenses

Top end: introduce present continuos in the context of the photocard, eg: 

está (n) + gerund

Continue to develop and extend opinions and justifications: a reason of a 

reason

Theme 1 GCSE syllabus: Revisit and develop Customs and Traditions 

• Food and drink 

• Festivals and celebrations 

Revisit, consolidate and develop: 3 time frames together using 5 tenses

Top end: introduce present continuos in the context of the photocard, eg: 

está (n) + gerund

Revisit and develop higher order structures including both infinitive structures 

and instances of gerund usage: disfrutar/pasar tiempo

Further develop and extend opinions and justifications: a reason of a reason

Textiles

Textiles: Students gain knowledge of how to work with a range of fabrics and 

materials using different artists work for inspiration. They use primary and 

secondary research to produce creative ideas using a range of medium, skills 

and techniques. They realise their intentions through a given brief by creating 

a final product, written work and supporting portfolio to reflect their journey.

Textiles: Students gain knowledge of how to work with a range of fabrics and 

materials using different artists work for inspiration. They use primary and 

secondary research to produce creative ideas using a range of medium, skills 

and techniques. They realise their intentions through a given brief by creating 

a final product, written work and supporting portfolio to reflect their journey.

Textiles: Students gain knowledge of how to work with a range of fabrics and 

materials using different artists work for inspiration. They use primary and 

secondary research to produce creative ideas using a range of medium, skills 

and techniques. They realise their intentions through a given brief by creating 

a final product, written work and supporting portfolio to reflect their journey.

Textiles: Students gain knowledge of how to work with a range of fabrics and 

materials using different artists work for inspiration. They use primary and 

secondary research to produce creative ideas using a range of medium, skills 

and techniques. They realise their intentions through a given brief by creating 

a final product, written work and supporting portfolio to reflect their journey.

Textiles: Students gain knowledge of how to work with a range of fabrics and 

materials using different artists work for inspiration. They use primary and 

secondary research to produce creative ideas using a range of medium, skills 

and techniques. They realise their intentions through a given brief by creating 

a final product, written work and supporting portfolio to reflect their journey.

Textiles: Students gain knowledge of how to work with a range of fabrics and 

materials using different artists work for inspiration. They use primary and 

secondary research to produce creative ideas using a range of medium, skills 

and techniques. They realise their intentions through a given brief by creating 

a final product, written work and supporting portfolio to reflect their journey.

Subject Curricula

Notes

www.mymaths.co.uk

www.mathswatch.co.uk

www.hegartymaths.com

CGP AQA Mathematics Revision guide and Exam Practice Workbook (H/F)

Mathematics

Physical Education

Rushcliffe School      Curriculum Overview Year 10

School Curriculum Aims Skills for Learning

At Rushcliffe School, we define the curriculum as all of the learning opportunities that the school creates for pupils. The curriculum at Rushcliffe aims to:

• develop a love of learning and stimulate intellectual curiosity in pupils such that it remains with them for the rest of their lives;

• enable pupils to be positive, happy, safe, resilient and challenged;

• ensure that pupils’ physical health, mental health and general wellbeing is promoted and remains good;

• help pupils develop key skills valuable in life and valued by employers such that they stand head and shoulders above others when applying for jobs, courses or apprenticeships;

• promote pupils’ awareness and understanding of global issues and the complexity of life in the 21st century;

• support pupils to achieve a set of qualifications at a standard that supports their next and future steps in education, employment or training;

• nurture existing talents and interests as well as supporting pupils to develop new ones;

• and promote and embed the core values and ethos of the school.

Listening: the receiving, retaining and processing of information or ideas

Presenting: the oral transmission of information or ideas

Problem solving: the ability to find a solution to a complex situation or challenge

Creativity: the use of imagination and the generation of new ideas

Staying positive: the ability to use tactics and strategies to overcome setbacks and achieve goals

Aiming high: the ability to set clear, tangible goals and devise a robust route to achieving them

Leadership: supporting, encouraging and motivating others to achieve a shared goal

Teamwork: working co-operatively with others towards achieving a shared goal



Bright Days

Bright Day 1: Bright Lights

Nightmare: Macbeth

Includes sessions on physical theatre, expressionism, mask making, 

creative writing, spell writing and composition.

Bright Day 2: Bright Sparks

Crest Award

A project investigating a ‘free fall’ mission including planning, design, 

analysis and evaluation sessions.  

Bright Day 3: Bright Futures

Year 9 Options

Includes taster sessions for options subjects and sessions on careers, the 

options process, higher education and making decisions.

Bright Day 4: Bright Bodies

Health and Wellbeing

Includes sessions on mental health, eating well, mindfulness, self-esteem 

and body image.

Form Time Learning Themes

Enrichment Sessions
Half Term 1

Healthy Relationships

Half Term 2

Bullying

Half Term 3

Respecting Differences

Half Term 4

Being Healthy

Half Term 6

Drugs and Alcohol Awareness

Subject Half Term 1 Half Term 2 Half Term 3 Half Term 4 Half Term 5 Half Term 6 Recommended books, revision guides etc.

Art
Cubism 1

Extending knowledge of formal elements line, symmetry, obervational 

drawing: students will extend their drawing skills using still life objects.

Cubism 2

Introducing pupils to Cubism and how to develop their work in an abstract 

style: students will create an abstract piece based on Cubism and explore 

variety of techniques looking at mark making, texture.

Pop Art 1

Extending knowledge of formal elements; scale, proportion, line: students 

will extend their drawing skills using sweet wrappers as a theme.

Pop Art 2

Creating mixed media pop art inspired piece.

Skateboards

Exploring skateboard design and creating own designs based on individual 

themes: applying formal elements and imagination to create personalised 

skateboard designs.

Skateboards

Exploring skateboard design and creating own designs based on individual 

themes: applying formal elements and imagination to create personalised 

skateboard designs.

Computing Computer Hardware 2: Networks
Programming Skills with Python: Nested If Statements, Understanding Data 

Types, Using Loops, Using Lists, Using Mathematical Operators
Game-Maker

Game-Make

Digital Literacy 3: Cyber crime & security

Digital Literacy 4:  Cyber crime & security

Employability group project

Employability group project

Design Technology
3D Modelling – CAD and use of different CAD software. Modern technology 

3D priniting use.  Designing, manufacturing and reflection

3D Modelling – CAD and use of different CAD software. Modern technology 

3D priniting use.  

Pewter Casting – Metals. Properties of metals, Forgework. Designing, 

making and reflection

Pewter Casting – Metals. Properties of metals, Forgework. Designing, 

making and reflection

Mini NEA – Iteration process. Modelling using different equipment, 

prototyping.

Mini NEA – Iteration process

Mini lessons – problem solving, critical thinking, team work

Mini lessons – problem solving, critical thinking,team work.

Drama

Theatre Styles

Through practial workshops gain an understanding of the following theatre 

styles. Brecht's Epic theatre, Stanislavski's Realism, Mask performance, 

and ensemble physical theatre  

Careers

What jobs can you do in the theatre?

Stimulus - Devising

How can you make an original drama from a photo? 

Masks

Realism

greater understanding of  the style and develop skills to create and 

engaging piece of realism. Includes a lesson focussed on body image. 

There is a REAL homework project for this unit which includes film acting.

Blood Brothers

Reading of the text by Willy Russell. A basic understanding of the 

characters and context of the play with a focus on acting skills to 

communicate meanoing. This is in preparation for the exam work done at 

GCSE. Includes lessons around World Theatre Day.

Developing Skills

Refresh and develop skills.

For Year 9 Real project (Half term 4) students are encouraged to research 

realism by watching soaps and researching this genre. Blood Brothers by 

Willy Russell

English
Poetry (relationships and unseen)

Taking sides

Taking sides

Romeo and Juliet (Shakespeare)

Taking sides

Romeo and Juliet (Shakespeare)

LRC

Novel (choice) - The Woman in Black (Susan Hill), Lord of the Flies 

(William Golding), Animal Farm (George Orwell), Of Mice and Men (John 

Steinbeck) or Stone Cold (Robert Swindells)

Creative writing

Novel (choice) - The Woman in Black (Susan Hill), Lord of the Flies 

(William Golding), Animal Farm (George Orwell), Of Mice and Men (John 

Steinbeck) or Stone Cold (Robert Swindells)

Creative writing

LRC

19th Century Villains

Creative writing
KS3 Reading Lists available from the LRC and Moodle 

Feench

Revisit and Develop Free Time Activities: film; television; reading; internet. 

Introduce past tense of regular verbs

Revisit and develop opinions phrases

Continue with topic of Free Time: film; television; reading; internet.

Continue introduction of past tense of regular verbs

Revisit and develop frequency words

Introduce connectives, sequencers

Introduce Holidays: a recent visit to Paris; activities; opinions; transport; 

asking questions. 

Revisit and develop use of past tense

Introduce verbs in the negative form

Introduce past tense of irregular verbs 

Continue with topic of Holidays: a recent visit to Paris; activities; opinions; 

transport; revisit and develop asking questions. 

Consolidate use of three tenses

Introduce past tense with être

Introduce Life at home: description of home; rooms in a house; food.  

Introduce irregular adjectives

Introduce comparisons

Introduce prepositions

Introduce partitive article

Continue with topic of Life at home: food; celebrations. 

Consolidate use of three tenses

Introduce 'il faut' + infinitive

Introduce quantities with 'de'

Food & Textiles

Food/Textiles - Consider sustainability when planning and making a textile 

item. 

Use artistic inspiration to develop a creative design idea

Planning healthy nutritional balanced dishes

Food/Textiles - Consider sustainability when planning and making a textile 

item. 

Use artistic inspiration to develop a creative design idea

Planning healthy nutritional balanced dishes

Food/Textiles - Consider sustainability when planning and making a textile 

item. 

Use artistic inspiration to develop a creative design idea

Planning healthy nutritional balanced dishes

Food/Textiles - Consider sustainability when planning and making a textile 

item. 

Use artistic inspiration to develop a creative design idea

Planning healthy nutritional balanced dishes

Food/Textiles - Consider sustainability when planning and making a textile 

item. 

Use artistic inspiration to develop a creative design idea

Planning healthy nutritional balanced dishes

Food/Textiles - Consider sustainability when planning and making a textile 

item. 

Use artistic inspiration to develop a creative design idea

Planning healthy nutritional balanced dishes

Geography

Development

To understand the causes and consequences of differing levels of 

development around the World. How we can work towards a more equal, 

fair and sustainable future.

Hot Topic – Nuclear

To develop analytic skills and build confidence in presenting

Tectonic Hazards

To understand the cause and effects of earths natural processes and how 

mankind has adapted to survive amongst some of these hostile 

enivronments

UK Urban Areas

To develop an awareness of the growing urban areas of the UK. The future 

consequences of this and how we can move towards a more sustainable 

future.

UK Urban Areas

To develop an awareness of the growing urban areas of the UK. The future 

consequences of this and how we can move towards a more sustainable 

future.

Hot Topic – Air Pollution

Development of GCSE skills through teaching a current world issue

Hot Topic - Antarctica

Development of GCSE skills through teaching a current controversial issue

CGP Key Stage Three Geography Revision Guide

BBC Bitesize revision: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/zrw76sg

History
How did WW1 affect people at home in Britain?

What was the legacy of the First World War?

How did Women achieve Suffrage?

How did 3 different dictators rise to power in the inter-war years?

What was I like to live in Nazi Germany?

How did words end in mass murder?

What were the attitudes towards another war?

How did the Allies defeat the Axis Powers in WW2?

What was the Cold War?

Windrush
Medieval medicine Renaissance Medicine

The World at War, (though some episodes may not be suitable for all 

students- e.g. parents/ carers may want to check 'Genocide' first. Films: 

Swing Kids, The Rise of Evil, 

GCSE Foundation

Estimating answers

Calculating with integers and decimals

Calculating with fractions

Perimeter (including circumference)

Area (including circles)

Presenting data (charts & graphs)

GCSE Higher

Estimating answers

Calculating with fractions

Terminating and recurring decimals

Perimeter (including arc lengths)

Area (including circles and sectors)

Presenting data (charts & graphs)

Music
Jazz

The historical importance of Jazz on popular culture and how it evolved over 

time.

Live Lounge

Pupils will learn how to alter key features of a composition in order to alter 

the style and/or genre of the song.

Music Technology

Pupils will learn how to use digital audio workstations and the select features 

of these in order to manipulate and alter audio, mimicking mixing techniques 

used in the music indsutry.

The Industry

Pupils will learn how the Music Industry plays a critical role in the UK and 

international economy and how connections to live music, computer games, 

TV, film, art installations etc are all made. Pupils will also examine these 

different career routes and how one would pursue them.

Whole Class Ensemble

Pupils will learn to perform in a large-scale ensemble and how different 

musical parts connect together to make a full piece.

Song Writing

Using their previous knowledge of structure, chords, harmony, melody and 

rhythm pupils will form groups and apply of of these skills to creating their 

own composition. Pupils will learn how songs can be composed and what 

musicians consider when they write their own compositions.

Physical Education

Students have 2 lessons a week in which they are given the opportunity to 

experience a wide range of activities/sports. Students will be given the 

opportunity to develop skills in the following activities: football, netball, rugby, 

dance, gymnastics,trampolining, table tennis, athletics, rounders and 

cricket. These are subject to change due to staffing, rooming, emerging 

trends etc. Students will experience the above sports/ activities at different 

times during the year. Lessons will incorporate theoretical content where 

appropriate.

Students have 2 lessons a week in which they are given the opportunity to 

experience a wide range of activities/sports. Students will be given the 

opportunity to develop skills in the following activities: football, netball, rugby, 

dance, gymnastics,trampolining, table tennis, athletics, rounders and 

cricket. These are subject to change due to staffing, rooming, emerging 

trends etc. Students will experience the above sports/ activities at different 

times during the year. Lessons will incorporate theoretical content where 

appropriate.

Students have 2 lessons a week in which they are given the opportunity to 

experience a wide range of activities/sports. Students will be given the 

opportunity to develop skills in the following activities: football, netball, rugby, 

dance, gymnastics,trampolining, table tennis, athletics, rounders and 

cricket. These are subject to change due to staffing, rooming, emerging 

trends etc. Students will experience the above sports/ activities at different 

times during the year. Lessons will incorporate theoretical content where 

appropriate.

Students have 2 lessons a week in which they are given the opportunity to 

experience a wide range of activities/sports. Students will be given the 

opportunity to develop skills in the following activities: football, netball, rugby, 

dance, gymnastics,trampolining, table tennis, athletics, rounders and 

cricket. These are subject to change due to staffing, rooming, emerging 

trends etc. Students will experience the above sports/ activities at different 

times during the year. Lessons will incorporate theoretical content where 

appropriate.

Students have 2 lessons a week in which they are given the opportunity to 

experience a wide range of activities/sports. Students will be given the 

opportunity to develop skills in the following activities: football, netball, rugby, 

dance, gymnastics,trampolining, table tennis, athletics, rounders and 

cricket. These are subject to change due to staffing, rooming, emerging 

trends etc. Students will experience the above sports/ activities at different 

times during the year. Lessons will incorporate theoretical content where 

appropriate.

Students have 2 lessons a week in which they are given the opportunity to 

experience a wide range of activities/sports. Students will be given the 

opportunity to develop skills in the following activities: football, netball, rugby, 

dance, gymnastics,trampolining, table tennis, athletics, rounders and 

cricket. These are subject to change due to staffing, rooming, emerging 

trends etc. Students will experience the above sports/ activities at different 

times during the year. Lessons will incorporate theoretical content where 

appropriate.

Reflections
Optical Illusions

Introduction to Philosophy through Ultimate Questions

Introduction to Ethics through Ethical Dilemmas

Introduction to GCSE

Crime and Punishment

Forgiveness

Christianity in British Life Islam The Freedom Writers

Interesting reads for Year 9 include My Sister's Keeper by Jodie 

Piccoult/Are you there God? It's me, Margaret by Judy Blume/ Brave new 

Wolrd by Aldous Huxley/Nought and Crosses by Marjorie Blackmore?Life 

after Life by Kate Atkinson/ 1984 by George Orwell/The Philosophy Files by 

Stephen Law - See Ms Moran for more

Science
Electromagnetism & Magnets
Investigate ways of varying the strength of an electromagnet. Explore the magnetic field pattern 

around different combinations of magnets.

Wave Effect & Properties
Relate the impact of different types of wave on living cells to their frequency and energy. Use 

the wave model to explain observations of the reflection, absorption and transmission of waves.

Evolution & Inheritence
Review the evidence for theories about how a particular species went extinct. Model the 

inheritance of a specific trait and explore the variation in the offspring produced.

Start of GCSE Course

Biology:  Cell Biology

Chemistry: The Periodic Table

Biology: Respiration

Physics: Atomic Structure

Biology: Photosynthesis

Physics: Renewable Energy

CGP KS3 Science revision guides (available in Higher or Foundation)

CGP  KS3 Science Revision Question Cards are great in helping students 

prepare for tests

Spanish

Healthy Living 1:

Say what you need to do to be healthy

Revisit diet (food and drink) in relation to health

Describe healthy habits in 3 time frames

Revisit and consolidate modal verbs

Revisit and consolidate using 3 time frames

introduce imperfect tense 1st and 3rd person and solía+ infinitive

Revisit and consolidate the use of 'para' + infinitive

Revisit and consolidate the use of 'tener' and 'estar'

Healthy Living 2:

Learn body parts, illness and remedies

Role- play situation at the doctors and at the pharmacy

Give advice on how to get better

Introduce impersonal verbs ' doler', link to prior knowledge of 'gustar'

Introduce present tense + 'desde hace' and 'hace + time expression'

Differentiate outcomes by including revisiting 3 tenses

Revisit and develop School:

Compare Spanish schools v English schools

Express opinions and justifications about school rules

Describe school uniform and ideal uniform and give opinions

Describe and give opinions on subjects and teachers

Explore different structures to refer to the future: tengo la intención de/ 

quiero/ me gustaría

Revisit and consolidate comparisons

Introduce superlatives

Revisit and consolidate modal verbs

Use three time frames together

Plans for the future and work:

Say what you would like to do in the future and why

Ask and answer questions

Say what house chores yo do at home

Explore different structures to refer to the future: tengo la intención de/ 

quiero/ me gustaría

Introduce the simple future (focus on the 1st person)

Revisit 3 tenses, focus on 3rd person

Leisure:

Give opinions on films, TV, music

Describe a past visit to the cinema

Describe how you use technology

Revisit and consolidate 3 time frames together using 5 tenses

Revisit and consolidate a variety of conjuctions

Revisit and consolidate infinitive structures: verb + infinitive

Introduce NEW and revisit previous ' preposition + infinitive',eg: para, en 

vez de , después de 

Customs and festivals:

Cultural focus

Learn, describe and give opinions on traditional Spanish festivals

Cultural focus.

Revisit, consolidate and develop: 3 time frames together using 5 tenses

Revisit, consolidate and EXPAND opinions and justifications

Revisit a variety of higher order structures

Introduce and focus on topic specific vocabulary 

Further rounding

Bounds of measure

Inequality notation

Solving inequalities

Trial and improvement

Conversion graphs

Distance/time graphs

Graphs modelling situations

Equations of non-linear graphs

Notes

Rushcliffe School      Curriculum Overview Year 9

School Curriculum Aims Skills for Learning

At Rushcliffe School, we define the curriculum as all of the learning opportunities that the school creates for pupils. The curriculum at Rushcliffe aims to:

• develop a love of learning and stimulate intellectual curiosity in pupils such that it remains with them for the rest of their lives;

• enable pupils to be positive, happy, safe, resilient and challenged;

• ensure that pupils’ physical health, mental health and general wellbeing is promoted and remains good;

• help pupils develop key skills valuable in life and valued by employers such that they stand head and shoulders above others when applying for jobs, courses or apprenticeships;

• promote pupils’ awareness and understanding of global issues and the complexity of life in the 21st century;

• support pupils to achieve a set of qualifications at a standard that supports their next and future steps in education, employment or training;

• nurture existing talents and interests as well as supporting pupils to develop new ones;

• and promote and embed the core values and ethos of the school.

Listening: the receiving, retaining and processing of information or ideas

Presenting: the oral transmission of information or ideas

Problem solving: the ability to find a solution to a complex situation or challenge

Creativity: the use of imagination and the generation of new ideas

Staying positive: the ability to use tactics and strategies to overcome setbacks and achieve goals

Aiming high: the ability to set clear, tangible goals and devise a robust route to achieving them

Leadership: supporting, encouraging and motivating others to achieve a shared goal

Teamwork: working co-operatively with others towards achieving a shared goal

Similarity

Congruence

Drawing enlargements

Describing enlargements

www.mymaths.co.uk

www.mathswatch.co.uk

www.hegartymaths.com

CGP AQA Mathematics Revision guide and Exam Practice Workbook 

(H/F)

Subject Curricula

Mathematics

Formulae in words

Using algebraic formulae

Re-arranging formulae

Circumference of a circle

Area of a circle

Problems involving part circles

Speed, distance and time

Other compound measures

Surface area of a cuboid

Volume of a cuboid

Surface areas and volumes of prisms



Bright Days

Bright Day 1: Bright Sparks

Where can STEM take you?

Product development project including design, testing, packaging, storage and 

marketing.

Bright Day 2: Bright Bodies

Staying Safe

Includes sessions on physical health, e-safety, first aid, smoking and road 

safety.

Bright Day 3: Bright Lives

Global issues

A campaign project around global issues including bullying and social isolation, 

fair trade, gender inequality, plastics and water aid.

Bright Day 4: Bright Lights

Murder Mystery

Working collaboratively to solve a mystery including sessions on forensics, 

news reels, 1940s film, analysing information and army drills.

Form Time Learning Themes

Enrichment Sessions
Half Term 1

Healthy Relationships

Half Term 2

Bullying

Half Term 3

Respecting Differences

Half Term 4

Being Healthy

Half Term 6

Drugs and Alcohol Awareness

Subject Half Term 1 Half Term 2 Half Term 3 Half Term 4 Half Term 5 Half Term 6 Recommended books, revision guides etc.

Art
Insects 1

Extending knowledge of formal elements line, symmetry, obervational drawing: 

students will extend their drawing skills using insects as a theme.

Insects 2

Introducing pupils to sgraffito, mono printing: students will explore variety of 

techniques looking at mark making, texture.

Gargoyles 1

Exploring architecture and gargoyles: students will extend their drawing skills 

using gargoyles as a theme.

Gargoyles 2

Creating 3D piece: students will use clay to create 3D gargoyle based on their 

own design.

Hundertwasser 1

Exploring the work of Hundertwasser: interpreting artist style/ theme, explore 

the landscape work of Hundertwasser.

Hundertwasser 2

Exploring the work of Hundertwasser, interpreting artist style/ theme: 

experimenting with variety of media, produce a final piece inspired by chosen 

artist.

Computing Computer Hardware 1 :Understanding computers Digital Literacy 2: Digital imaging Digital Literacy 3. Spreadsheets modelling

Digital Literacy 3. Spreadsheets modelling

Coding 3: HTML & Web Design

Coding 3: HTML & Web Design Digital Literacy4 : Animation

Design Technology Greetings Cards – CAD, freehand sketching and graphical skills.

Greetings Cards – CAD, freehand sketching and graphical skills.

Jewellery – Metals fixing metals together using heat. Brazing, hard soldering 

and polishing.

Jewellery – Metals. fixing metals together using heat. Brazing, hard soldering 

and polishing.

Storage Systems – Manufactured Boards Fixings, different forms of 

production. Knowledge of finishing - Wax, paints, varnish, stains. Cutting and 

smoothing woods. 

Storage Systems – Manufactured Boards Fixings, different forms of 

production. Knowledge of finishing - Wax, paints, varnish, stains. Cutting and 

smoothing woods. 

Structures - Engineering. Different structures. Modelling using differnet 

materials (card, foam)

Structures - Engineering. Different structures. Modelling using differnet 

materials (card, foam)

Drama

Stimulus - Devising

How can you make an original drama from a photo? Students develop their 

abilty to devsie original drama using more sophisticated stimuli than in year 7. 

the range of techniques introduced and applied is greater and includes 

Monologue, Split Stage, Physical theatre. 

Careers

What jobs can you do in the theatre?

Stimulus - Character

How can you make your characters more convincing? Students are introduced 

to the concept of steretypes and realistic, beleivable characters.

Melodrama / Commedia

students learn about the history of these two theatrical periods/genres and 

perform a short piece influenced by each style.

Paintings

Creating drama based on artwork combining naturalistic and non-naturalistic 

techniques. A range of famous paintings and portraits are explored with the 

question being what would happen if this painting came to life? Students 

develop a character and background before performing an extended 

monologue.

Grimm Brothers

Introduction to Grimm Brothers stories and recap and application of Physical 

theatre to create a visual piece of storytelling. 

Developing Skills

Refresh and develop skills.

English
Conflict poetry

Dragon's Den

LRC

Conflict poetry

Shakespeare's speeches

Dragon's Den

LRC

Shakespeare's speeches

Dragon's Den

LRC

Crime writing

LRC

Novel - The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas (John Boyne)

Crime writing

LRC

Novel - The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas (John Boyne)

Crime Writing

LRC

Novel - The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas (John Boyne)

Drama (play) - Face  (Benjamin Zephaniah)

KS3 Reading Lists available from the LRC and Moodle 

Feench

Greetings and Personal Introductions: family and pets; classroom language; 

colours and numbers. 

Introduce adjectives: gender and number agreement

Introduce definite and indefinite articles

Introduce plurals of nouns

Introduce Personal Descriptions: hair and eyes, personality, opinions of 

interests.

Introduce to present tense of regular verbs ending in -er.

Aimer + definite article + noun

Introduce School: time; school facilities and school day; teachers; opinions 

and reasons.

Revisit and develop use of opinion + noun

Introduce asking questions

Introduce intensifiers

Introduce free time activities (technology and sport). Seasons and weather 

phrases

Introduce opinions followed by infinitives.

Introduce jouer à + sport

Introduce faire de + sport

Revisit and develop leisure: sports, using technology, meeting people and 

going out. 

Revisit and develop use of opinions followed by infinitive 

Introduce future tense 

Introduce Town: places to visit, opinions, arranging to go out, things you can 

do.

Consolidate use of 2 tenses

Introduce modal verbs 

Introduce il y a

Introduce frequency words

Food & Textiles
Food/Textiles - Healthy eating guidelines

Develop a range of textiles embellishments

Food/Textiles - Healthy eating guidelines

Develop a range of textiles embellishments

Food/Textiles - Healthy eating guidelines

Develop a range of textiles embellishments

Food/Textiles - Healthy eating guidelines

Develop a range of textiles embellishments

Food/Textiles - Healthy eating guidelines

Develop a range of textiles embellishments

Food/Textiles - Healthy eating guidelines

Develop a range of textiles embellishments

Geography
Living World

Understanding environmental, social and economic problems related to the 

rainforest & hot deserts, including future sustainability

Hot Topic – Plastic Pollution

To develop data presentation and analysis skills though learning about the 

plastic crisis

Weather & Climate Hazards

Understanding environmental, social & economic problems related to current 

and future changes in weather and climate

Rivers

Understanding geographical processes that lead to the formation of classic 

geographical landscapes and problems with management

Rivers

Understanding geographical processes that lead to the formation of classic 

geographical landscapes and problems with management

Challenges in Africa

To understand the variety of challenges faced by the population in African 

countries

CGP Key Stage Three Geography Revision Guide

BBC Bitesize revision: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/zrw76sg

History
Why did the trade in people explode?

Why is Harriet Tubman due to be on the $20 bill?

How did slavery end in the British Empire?

Why did 600,000 people die in a civil war?

What were the consequences of the murder of Emmet Till?

What was ‘the industrial revolution?’

Why does Ruddington have a pub called the Framebreakers?

Why was there a need for Papplewick Pumping station?

How did 2 bullets kill 16 million people?

How bad was life in the Trenches?

Was it case of ‘Lions led by donkeys?’

What was life like in Britain in WWI?
How far advanced was medicine in WWI?

Various films including: the Butler, Selma, Harriet Tubman, All Quiet on the 

Western Front. Some episodes of 'Blackadder Ges Forth' are also suitable.

Mathematics

Describing probabilities

Quantifying Probabilities

Mutually exclusive events

Listing outcomes

Sample space diagrams

Relative frequency

Proportional reasoning

Currency conversion

Value for Money

Finding percentages

Percentage increase and decrease

Negative numbers in context

Adding and subtracting negatives

Multiplying and dividing negatives

Squares and square roots

Powers

Calculating with standard form

Using co-ordinates

Linear graphs modelling situations

Co-ordinate rules

Equations of straight line graphs

Properties of triangles & quadrilaterals

Types of angles

Angle facts and reasoning

Angles with parallel lines

Angles in polygons

Understanding equality

Simplifying expressions

Expanding and factorising (linear)

Solving linear equations 

Symmetry

Reflection, rotation and translation

2D representations of 3D shapes

Drawing and measuring angles

Constructing triangles

Standard constructions and loci

www.mymaths.co.uk

www.mathswatch.co.uk

www.hegartymaths.com

CGP AQA Mathematics Revision guide and Exam Practice Workbook (H/F)

Music
Whole Class Enemble

Pupils will learn to perform in a large-scale ensemble and how different musical 

parts connect together to make a full piece.

Keyboard Classicals

Pupils will learn to associate particular classical pieces to specific eras and 

composers. More complex note values, pitches and time signatures will be 

introduced and applied through the performance of written music.

Moving Image

How music for the moving image is created and how a TV/Film composer 

actually composes for the moving image.

12-bar

The historical importance of the slave trade and how it affected both society 

and culture at the time. The topic of segregation will be explored. Pupils will 

learn how to compose and perform Blues music, using key lyrical and 

structural elements of the genre. Pupils will also learn how Blues developed 

into Rock & Roll over time.

Improvisation

How improvisation works in Popular Music and the importance of scales for 

this purpose.

Reggae

Pupils will learn about the origins of reggae and how music can be used in a 

political context as a form of protest. Pupils will learn about the musical 

features of reggae and apply them to a group-based performance.

Physical Education

Students have 2 lessons a week in which they are given the opportunity to 

experience a wide range of activities/sports. Students will be given the 

opportunity to develop skills in the following activities: football, netball, rugby, 

dance, gymnastics,trampolining, table tennis, athletics, rounders and cricket. 

These are subject to change due to staffing, rooming, emerging trends etc. 

Students will experience the above sports/ activities at different times during 

the year. Lessons will incorporate theoretical content where appropriate.

Students have 2 lessons a week in which they are given the opportunity to 

experience a wide range of activities/sports. Students will be given the 

opportunity to develop skills in the following activities: football, netball, rugby, 

dance, gymnastics,trampolining, table tennis, athletics, rounders and cricket. 

These are subject to change due to staffing, rooming, emerging trends etc. 

Students will experience the above sports/ activities at different times during 

the year. Lessons will incorporate theoretical content where appropriate.

Students have 2 lessons a week in which they are given the opportunity to 

experience a wide range of activities/sports. Students will be given the 

opportunity to develop skills in the following activities: football, netball, rugby, 

dance, gymnastics,trampolining, table tennis, athletics, rounders and cricket. 

These are subject to change due to staffing, rooming, emerging trends etc. 

Students will experience the above sports/ activities at different times during 

the year. Lessons will incorporate theoretical content where appropriate.

Students have 2 lessons a week in which they are given the opportunity to 

experience a wide range of activities/sports. Students will be given the 

opportunity to develop skills in the following activities: football, netball, rugby, 

dance, gymnastics,trampolining, table tennis, athletics, rounders and cricket. 

These are subject to change due to staffing, rooming, emerging trends etc. 

Students will experience the above sports/ activities at different times during 

the year. Lessons will incorporate theoretical content where appropriate.

Students have 2 lessons a week in which they are given the opportunity to 

experience a wide range of activities/sports. Students will be given the 

opportunity to develop skills in the following activities: football, netball, rugby, 

dance, gymnastics,trampolining, table tennis, athletics, rounders and cricket. 

These are subject to change due to staffing, rooming, emerging trends etc. 

Students will experience the above sports/ activities at different times during 

the year. Lessons will incorporate theoretical content where appropriate.

Students have 2 lessons a week in which they are given the opportunity to 

experience a wide range of activities/sports. Students will be given the 

opportunity to develop skills in the following activities: football, netball, rugby, 

dance, gymnastics,trampolining, table tennis, athletics, rounders and cricket. 

These are subject to change due to staffing, rooming, emerging trends etc. 

Students will experience the above sports/ activities at different times during 

the year. Lessons will incorporate theoretical content where appropriate.

Reflections
My place in the world

Journeys of Life (Moving into Hinduism)

Journeys of Life in Hinduism                                             Journeys of Life in Buddhism What’s important to Sikhs? Spirited Arts National Competition The Blind Side

All Year 8 take part in a National Competition in HT5 in which they respond to 

one of 6 themes using drawing, painting, video, sculpture or other 

media.Details can be found here.  https://www.natre.org.uk/about-

natre/projects/spirited-arts/spirited-arts-2020/  

Science

Contact Forces & Pressure
Investigate factors that affect the size of resitance forces. Investigate how pressure from your 

foot on the ground varies with different footwear.

Work, Heating & Cooling
Explain how a electic motor raising a weight is doing work. Investigate how to prevent heat 

loss by conduction, convection and radiation.

Climate & Earth Resources
Investigate the contribution that natural and human chemical processes make to our carbon 

dioxide emissions. Predict the method used for extracting a metal based on its position in the 

reactivity series.

Periodic Table & Elements
Sort elements using chemical data and relate this to their position in the periodic table. 

Compare the properties of elements with the properties of a compound formed from them.

Breathing & Digestion
Investigate a claim linking height to lung volume. Evaluate how well a model represents key 

features of the digestive system.

Sound & Light
Relate the changes in the shape of an oscilloscope trace to changes in pitch and volume. Use 

ray diagrams to model how lights passes through lenses and transparent materials

Respiration & Photosynthesis
Use data from investigating fermentation with yeast to explore respiration. Use lab tests on 

variegated leaves to show that chlorophyll is essential for photosynthesis.

Chemical Energy & Types of Reactions
Investigate a phenomenon that relies on an exothermic or endothermic reaction. Investigate 

changes in mass for chemical and physical processes.

Revision

CGP KS3 Science revision guides (available in Higher or Foundation)

CGP  KS3 Science Revision Question Cards are great in helping students 

prepare for tests

Spanish

Revisit, consolidate and extend family and friends  

Focus on 3rd person v 1st person

Introduce comparisons.

Revisit and consolidate adjective agreement

Food and drink. 

Express opinions and justifications on food

Learn about typical Spanish foods and meal habits. Eg: tapas

Revisit time

Order food at a restauranta and supermarket including quantities.

Recall of 'gustar' + adj.agreement.

Suelo/ suele + inifnitive  structures 

Intro to preterite tense

Holidays 1:

Describe what there is of interest

Describe a past holiday: where, who with, how, opinion

Say what activities you did

Introduce subordinate clauses with 'donde se puede'

Revisit Ir/ser in the preterite tense. 

Introduce weather in the past

Revisit, consolidate the regular use of the pretetite tense, 1st and 3rd person 

focus

Holidays 2. 

Describe a future holiday

Describe a ideal holiday in Cuba

Learn about Cuba: tourist destination and key history facts

Further practice of 3 time frames and intro to conditional.

Revisit the immediate future

Revisit variety of conjuctions, opinions and justifications

Introduce the conditional tense, focus on 1st and 3rd person singular

Environment:

Describe environmental problems and how these did not exist in the past

Give advice on how to solve  environmental problems

Express opinions and justifications beyond 'porque es'

Revisit describing verbs in the present

Introduce describing verbs in the past: (no)había/era/tenía

Introduce use of modal verbs: se debe/se puede/ se tiene que

Introduce high level structure: 'para'  and 'en vez de/ en lugar de' + infinitive

Fashion:

Describe clothes and styles

Say what you are going to wear depending on the occasion

How to buy clothes and express opinions and justifications beyond 'porque es'

Revisit and consolidate adjective agreement, superlatives and comparison

Revisit and consolidate the immediate future

Introduce demonstrative adjectives

Revisit and consolidate opinions and justifications

Subject Curricula

Notes

Rushcliffe School      Curriculum Overview Year 8

School Curriculum Aims Skills for Learning

At Rushcliffe School, we define the curriculum as all of the learning opportunities that the school creates for pupils. The curriculum at Rushcliffe aims to:

• develop a love of learning and stimulate intellectual curiosity in pupils such that it remains with them for the rest of their lives;

• enable pupils to be positive, happy, safe, resilient and challenged;

• ensure that pupils’ physical health, mental health and general wellbeing is promoted and remains good;

• help pupils develop key skills valuable in life and valued by employers such that they stand head and shoulders above others when applying for jobs, courses or apprenticeships;

• promote pupils’ awareness and understanding of global issues and the complexity of life in the 21st century;

• support pupils to achieve a set of qualifications at a standard that supports their next and future steps in education, employment or training;

• nurture existing talents and interests as well as supporting pupils to develop new ones;

• and promote and embed the core values and ethos of the school.

Listening: the receiving, retaining and processing of information or ideas

Presenting: the oral transmission of information or ideas

Problem solving: the ability to find a solution to a complex situation or challenge

Creativity: the use of imagination and the generation of new ideas

Staying positive: the ability to use tactics and strategies to overcome setbacks and achieve goals

Aiming high: the ability to set clear, tangible goals and devise a robust route to achieving them

Leadership: supporting, encouraging and motivating others to achieve a shared goal

Teamwork: working co-operatively with others towards achieving a shared goal



Bright Days

Bright Day 1: Bright Lives

Different cultures 

Includes sessions on black history, African dance, calligraphy, henna, 

storytelling and origami.

Bright Day 2: Bright Lights

Exploring the Arts 

Includes sessions on dance, drumming, circus, puppetry, samba and mask 

making.

Bright Day 3: Bright Bodies

Staying healthy

Includes sessions on healthy heart, healthy eating, healthy mind and 

hygiene.

Bright Day 4: Bright Futures

Thinking about the future

Includes sessions on budgeting and finance, jobs, further education and 

decision making).

Form Time Learning Themes

Enrichment Sessions
Half Term 1

Healthy Relationships

Half Term 2

Bullying

Half Term 3

Respecting Differences

Half Term 4

Being Healthy

Half Term 6

Drugs and Alcohol Awareness

Subject Half Term 1 Half Term 2 Half Term 3 Half Term 4 Half Term 5 Half Term 6 Recommended books, revision guides etc.

Art

Drawing Skills 1

Introduction to formal elements/drawing: students build up drawing skills to 

equip them through KS3 and 4. Explore variety of mark making techniques.

Drawing Skills 2

Introduction to formal elements/drawing: students build up drawing skills to 

equip them through KS3 and 4. Explore a variety of shading techniques.

Guernica

Exploring the work of Picasso, interpreting artist style/theme: students will 

understand the ideas and methods of artists, analyse the image, develop 

work in the style.

(combined project with drama and music)

Colour Theory

Explore mixing and applying paint. Paint a colour wheel. Investigate colour 

theory.  Explore the work of Henri Rousseau.

Pattern 1

First hand observational drawing: observational drawings using fruit and 

vegetables. Explore the work of M C Escher, Art Nouveau and Art Deco.

Pattern 2

Create a variety of patterns using drawings. Apply the work of M C Escher, 

Art Nouveau and Art Deco to own work.

Computing
Using computers safely: Using Email, Internet Safety Awareness, Health 

and Safety Risks ,

Coding 1. Introduction to Python Inputting a simple string variable, creating 

if statements

Coding 2. Developing Coding through Scratch

An Introduction to using Loops

Coding 2. Developing Coding through Scratch

Digital Literacy1: Quiz Quest-Multimedia Presentations

Digital Literacy1: Quiz Quest-Multimedia Presentations
Open Project Adventures in Raspberry Pi.

Design Technology
Keyfob – Plastics knowledge around different types of plastics. Designing, 

researching, making and evaluating skills

Keyfob – Plastics. Knowledge around different types of plastics. Designing, 

researching, making and evaluating skills

Eco Chic – Sustainability. 6 r's of sustainability, designing, research and 

making communicaiotn skills as working in groups.

Eco Chic – Sustainability 6 r's of sustainability, designing, research and 

making communicaiotn skills as working in groups.

Badges – Metals. Different tprocesses for cutting, smoothing and polishing 

metals. Sketching and making skills 

Badges – Metals Different processes for cutting, smoothing and polishing 

metals. Sketching and making skills 

Promotional packaging – Graphics and CAD software. Use of modern 

equipment. 

Promotional packaging – Graphics and CAD software. Use of modern 

equipment. 

Drama

Stimulus - Devising

How can you make an original drama from a photo? Students should know 

how to create an original drama using basic techniques such as Freeze 

frame, Role Play

Careers

What jobs can you do in the theatre?

Stimulus - Character

How can you make your characters more convincing? Students will know 

how to write and perform a monologue to become a character and how to 

use acting skills to communicate emotion.

Guernica

Combine 2 theatre styles [Realism and Physical theatre] to devise an 

emotional piece of theatre based on an historical event. Undertsand how 

Frantic Assembly use Physical theatre to create work

(combined REAL homework project with Art and Music)

Greek Theatre

Create a piece of greek theatre using a range of new theatrical techniques 

such as Chorus. Students will learn how Ancient Greek Theatre was 

perfomed with a basic introduction to the work of Brecht. 

Space

Learn how to develop movement and voice and create a piece of work 

based on Space exploration. This will include refined use of mime, physical 

theatre and slow motion. 

Developing Skills

In a series of one of workshops learn how to improve your use of a range of 

techniqes and skills. 

For Year 7 Real project (Half Term 3) Students encouraged to research and 

explore Guernica on web sites to help them complete the work

English

Creative writing

Poetry forms

LRC

Poetry forms

LRC

Creative Writing

Novel - Alice's Adventures in Wonderland (Lewis Carroll)

Novel - Alice's Adventures in Wonderland (Lewis Carroll)

Poetry forms

LRC

Shakespeare's ghosts

Novel - Alice's Adventures in Wonderland (Lewis Carroll)

Shakespeare's ghosts

LRC

Novel - Alice's Adventures in Wonderland (Lewis Carroll)

Drama - Starseeker

Shakespeare's ghosts

LRC

Drama - Starseeker (Tim Bowler)

Shakespeare's ghosts

LRC

KS3 Reading Lists available from the LRC and Moodle 

Food & Textiles

Food/Textiles - Eating a healthy diet – Eat Well Guide

Food skills and Knowledge

Develop Textiles skills and knowledge

Food/Textiles - Eating a healthy diet – Eat Well Guide

Food skills and Knowledge

Develop Textiles skills and knowledge

Food/Textiles - Eating a healthy diet – Eat Well Guide

Food skills and Knowledge

Develop Textiles skills and knowledge

Food/Textiles - Eating a healthy diet – Eat Well Guide

Food skills and Knowledge

Develop Textiles skills and knowledge

Food/Textiles - Eating a healthy diet – Eat Well Guide

Food skills and Knowledge

Develop Textiles skills and knowledge

Food/Textiles - Eating a healthy diet – Eat Well Guide

Food skills and Knowledge

Develop Textiles skills and knowledge

Geography

Passport to the World

Understanding of geographical skills through an insight into wonderful 

places around the World

Passport to the World

Understanding of geographical skills through an insight into wonderful 

places around the World

Resources

To develop skills in data presentation and subsequent analysis though 

learning about the food water and energy crisis

Resources

To develop skills in data presentation and subsequent analysis though 

learning about the food water and energy crisis

Coasts

To understand processes and changing characteristics of a coastline, and 

the efforts to manage these in the future.

Coasts

To understand processes and changing characteristics of a coastline, and 

the efforts to manage these in the future.

Opportunities & Challenges in a Growing World

To understand the rate of population increase in our world and how this 

leads to opportunities and challenges

Opportunities & Challenges in a Growing World

To understand the rate of population increase in our world and how this 

leads to opportunities and challenges

CGP Key Stage Three Geography Revision Guide

BBC Bitesize revision: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/zrw76sg

History Why is 1066 considered such an important date in British history?
Was being a peasant the worse role in Medieval England? Was the King 

always the most powerful person in England?

How did a flea cause so much devastation?

Why were the nobles fighting over flowers?

Why was a king found in a carpark?

The first Tudor

Henry VIII and his 6 knives

Boy King. How could a child change a country?

Who is queen? Who is queen?
Terry Jones' lives of Medieval people (TV series and book.) Various 

Horrible Histories episodes.

Mathematics

Place value (including decimals) 

Order positive and negative numbers (including decimals) 

Four operations with integers and decimals 

Four operations with negatives 

Order of operations 

Inequalities – using symbols 

Reciprocals

Special Numbers (Primes, Squares/square root, Cubes/cube root)

Prime Factorisation

Factors and Multiples (including HCF / LCM)

Introduction to Fractions (Equivalent Fractions, Mixed to Improper Fractions 

and vice versa, Fractions of amounts)

Multiply and Divide Fractions (including integers by fractions)

Rounding decimal places (up to 3 decimal places)

Add and Subtract Fractions

Order Fractions and Decimals

Perimeter

Area of a rectangle, triangle, parallelogram, trapezia

Algebraic convention

Substitution

Form and simplify algebraic expressions

Form and solve equations ax+b=c including negative and fractional co-

efficient

Sequences (term to term, nth term)

Draw, measure and estimate angles

Bearings (not including back bearings)

Calculate angles (On a line, Around a point, In a triangle, Polygon int/ext, 

Vertically opposite)

Form and solve equations relating to angle reasoning (no further than 

ax+b=c from half term 4)

Using a calculator

Reflection across x and y axis

Rotational Symmetry

Rotation around origin

Enlargement (by SF only and not COE)

www.mymaths.co.uk

www.mathswatch.co.uk

www.hegartymaths.com

CGP AQA Mathematics Revision guide and Exam Practice Workbook 

(H/F)

Music

Rhythm

Pupils will learn about rhythm and become comfortable with specific 

musical language, focusing on rhythmic vales, changes in tempo and use 

of dynamics.

Samba

Key focus on how rhythm is applied in percussive music and how Samba 

instruments are used. Pupils will be able to identify percussive instruments 

associated with Samba (GCSE link) and will learn to use these 

instruments in a practical environment

Guernica Joint project with Art and Drama 

Ensemble Skills

Pupils learn about chords, melody and structure. Using musicianship 

pupils will then re-create an existing song and prepare for a performance to 

an audience.

Technology

Pupils will learn about basic compositional techniques and become 

familiar with the basics of audio editing.

Introduction to Classical

Pupils will learn about the different classical periods and why they were 

relevant. Prominent musical features and composers will be introduced. 

Pupils will learn to perform in a large-scale ensemble.

Physical Education

Students have 2 lessons a week in which they are given the opportunity to 

experience a wide range of activities/sports. Students will be given the 

opportunity to develop skills in the following activities: football, netball, 

rugby, dance, gymnastics,trampolining, table tennis, athletics, rounders 

and cricket. These are subject to change due to staffing, rooming, 

emerging trends etc. Students will experience the above sports/ activities at 

different times during the year. Lessons will incorporate theoretical content 

where appropriate.

Students have 2 lessons a week in which they are given the opportunity to 

experience a wide range of activities/sports. Students will be given the 

opportunity to develop skills in the following activities: football, netball, 

rugby, dance, gymnastics,trampolining, table tennis, athletics, rounders 

and cricket. These are subject to change due to staffing, rooming, 

emerging trends etc. Students will experience the above sports/ activities at 

different times during the year. Lessons will incorporate theoretical content 

where appropriate.

Students have 2 lessons a week in which they are given the opportunity to 

experience a wide range of activities/sports. Students will be given the 

opportunity to develop skills in the following activities: football, netball, 

rugby, dance, gymnastics,trampolining, table tennis, athletics, rounders 

and cricket. These are subject to change due to staffing, rooming, 

emerging trends etc. Students will experience the above sports/ activities at 

different times during the year. Lessons will incorporate theoretical content 

where appropriate.

Students have 2 lessons a week in which they are given the opportunity to 

experience a wide range of activities/sports. Students will be given the 

opportunity to develop skills in the following activities: football, netball, 

rugby, dance, gymnastics,trampolining, table tennis, athletics, rounders 

and cricket. These are subject to change due to staffing, rooming, 

emerging trends etc. Students will experience the above sports/ activities at 

different times during the year. Lessons will incorporate theoretical content 

where appropriate.

Students have 2 lessons a week in which they are given the opportunity to 

experience a wide range of activities/sports. Students will be given the 

opportunity to develop skills in the following activities: football, netball, 

rugby, dance, gymnastics,trampolining, table tennis, athletics, rounders 

and cricket. These are subject to change due to staffing, rooming, 

emerging trends etc. Students will experience the above sports/ activities at 

different times during the year. Lessons will incorporate theoretical content 

where appropriate.

Students have 2 lessons a week in which they are given the opportunity to 

experience a wide range of activities/sports. Students will be given the 

opportunity to develop skills in the following activities: football, netball, 

rugby, dance, gymnastics,trampolining, table tennis, athletics, rounders 

and cricket. These are subject to change due to staffing, rooming, 

emerging trends etc. Students will experience the above sports/ activities at 

different times during the year. Lessons will incorporate theoretical content 

where appropriate.

Reflections

New Beginnings

The Island

Sacred Spaces Judaism Judaism What Matters to Me

A-Z of Religion & Beliefs

Wealth and Poverty

For Year 7s this is an engaging  series of short videos by BBC called My 

Life My Religion in which young people explain what following a religious 

faith means to them. https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b05pc1c9  It's a 

'behind the scenes' look at a child's life.

Science

Introduction to Science

Speed and Gravity
Investigating variables that affect the speed of a toy car rolling down a slope. Explain the way in 

which an astronauts weight varies on a journey to the moon.

Voltage, Current & Resistance
Compare voltage drops across resitors in series and parallel. Compare and explain current flow 

in different parts of a parallel circuit.

Energy Costs & Transfers
Compare the running costs of flourescent and filament light bulbs. Explain the energy transfers in 

a hand‐crank torch.

Variation & Human Reproduction
Graph data relating to variation and explain how it may lead to the survival of a species. Relate 

advice to pregnant women to ideas about transfer of substances to the embryo.

Earth Structure & Universe
Model the processes that are responsible for rock formation and link these to the rock features. 

Relate observations of changing day length to an appropriate model of the solar system.

Particle Model & Separating Mixtures
Use models to investigate the relationship between the properties of a material and the 

arrangement of its particles. Devise ways to separate mixtures, based on their properties.

Movement & Cells
Explore how the skeletal system and muscular system in a chicken wing work together to cause 

movement. Identify the principal features of a cheek cell and describe their functions.

Interdependence & Plant Reproduction
Use a model to investigate the impact of changes in a population of one organism on others in 

the ecosystem. Use models to evaluate the features of various types of seed dispersal.

Revison

CGP KS3 Science revision guides (available in Higher or Foundation)

CGP  KS3 Science Revision Question Cards are great in helping students 

prepare for tests

Spanish

Revisit and develop from KS2: personal information (name, age, birthdays); 

Pets. 

Describe personality: 1st and 3rd person

High frequency verbs: es, son, soy, tengo, tiene and negatives

Revisit sentence formation, including 'y', 'pero', 'también', 'sin embargo'

School: 

Describe school facilities and descriptions; time and school day;  

Express opinions on school subject and teachers. 

Describe what you do at break time.

Revisit number and adjective agreement. 

Revisit 'me gusta (n)' and negative form.

Introduce the present tense conjugation

Family and friends.  Revisit name/age with a focus on 3rd person. 

Describe physical appearance: hair and eyes; appearance

Describe where you live. 

Revisit adjective agreement. 

Introduce word order (noun + adjective)

introduce when to use 'está' v'es'

Free time activities 1. Use of opinion verbs followed by infinitive (Me gusta 

jugar v Juego). Recall and development of opinions and reasons.

Introduce opinion verbs followed by infinitive

Range of justifications: alternatives to 'porque'

Revisit, consolidate and extend opinions and justifications beyond 

'because it is'

Revisit and introduce new conjuctions: aunque, por otro lado

Free time activities 2: 

Revisit from KS2 and/or introduce weather expressions

Describe what you do depending on the weather.

Introduce subordinate clauses with 'cuando' and 'si'.

Revisit, consolidate and extend use of the present tense

My town:

Describe your town

Describe where you go in town

Order food and drink at a café

Next weeked: describe what you are going to do and where 

Revisit high frequency verbs of description. Es v está/hay/ tiene and 

negative forms

Introduce some prepositions of location.

Consolidation of opinions and reasons + connectives.

Introduce the immediate future

Listening: the receiving, retaining and processing of information or ideas

Presenting: the oral transmission of information or ideas

Problem solving: the ability to find a solution to a complex situation or challenge

Creativity: the use of imagination and the generation of new ideas

Staying positive: the ability to use tactics and strategies to overcome setbacks and achieve goals

Aiming high: the ability to set clear, tangible goals and devise a robust route to achieving them

Leadership: supporting, encouraging and motivating others to achieve a shared goal

Teamwork: working co-operatively with others towards achieving a shared goal

Skills for Learning

Subject Curricula

Rushcliffe School      Curriculum Overview Year 7

School Curriculum Aims

At Rushcliffe School, we define the curriculum as all of the learning opportunities that the school creates for pupils. The curriculum at Rushcliffe aims to:

• develop a love of learning and stimulate intellectual curiosity in pupils such that it remains with them for the rest of their lives;

• enable pupils to be positive, happy, safe, resilient and challenged;

• ensure that pupils’ physical health, mental health and general wellbeing is promoted and remains good;

• help pupils develop key skills valuable in life and valued by employers such that they stand head and shoulders above others when applying for jobs, courses or apprenticeships;

• promote pupils’ awareness and understanding of global issues and the complexity of life in the 21st century;

• support pupils to achieve a set of qualifications at a standard that supports their next and future steps in education, employment or training;

• nurture existing talents and interests as well as supporting pupils to develop new ones;

• and promote and embed the core values and ethos of the school.

Notes


